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.Haming man carried 
padlock from valve 
NANAIMO, B.C. (CP) - -  
A padlock from a storage 
tank valve was found in the 
possession of a Vancouver 
Yukon 
Indians 
ask for 
money 
WHITEHORSE, Yukon 
(CP) - - .The Council for 
Yukon Indians said Wed- 
nssday it has proposed that 
the federal government give 
Ynkon: Indians a grant to 
mitigate the .effects of the 
Alaska Highway pipeline. 
The council said in a news 
releake ,that land Claims 
negotiations and  the 
pipeline were discussed at a 
meeting Tuesday with Hugh 
Faulkner, minister of Indian 
Affairs and Northern 
Development. ~ 
The council said that 
while it was agreedit would 
he unrealistic, to place 'a 
time limit on settlement, 
CYI chairman Daniel 
Johnson said the council 
would like to see the claims 
settled before the pipeline is 
built. 
CYI said Faulkner 
reacted favorably to its 
suggestion Yukon Indians 
receive a $50 millio.n 
pipeline impact grant. 
Faulkner said he sup- 
ported the idea of Yukon 
Indian representation a 
plpeine regulatory agency 
hut added that no guaran- 
tees couldbe made as, the 
decision does not rest with 
his department, the council 
said. : ~ 
,,. s. 
• % • 
man who died as a result of flames to the' wire fence 
bums suffered in a bulk oil surrounding the compound. 
plant fire Sept. 7, a He and Wilson jumped the 
coroner's inquest was told fence and dragged the man, 
Wednesday. later,  identified as 
Coroner Dr. Michael Tychoalck, out through a 
Smart was told the. broken hole they kicked in a wooden' 
padlock was found in  the part.of the fence. 
pocket of Ian Michael "Iaskedbim whathewas 
ri'ycboniel/, 28, after he was doingin there and he said he 
taken to Vancouver General had seen flames and gone 
Hospital with severe burns, in," said Mollet. 
" Volunteer fireman Barne~ Tychonick was taken to 
Moriez, 60, died in the multi- Nanaimo 'Regional Hospital 
mi l l ion dollar early- and later transferred to 
morning blaze at bulk plants Vancouver. 
ownedby Shell Canada Ltd., Vancouver police con- 
and Chevron. Chemical Stable Stuart Wolfenden told 
(Canada) Ltd., in an oil-tank the jury he interviewed 
farm on the Nanaimo Tyehoniek in Vancouver 
waterfront. , Sept. 17. 
Tychonick died Oct. 20 in " FEELING ANGRY 
Vancouver from blood in- Tychenick told him he was 
fection and pneumonia, feeling angry that night and 
compl icat ions  which had gone fer a walk past tha 
resulted from the burns he compound. 
suffered to 70 per cent of his Wolfenden testified that 
bod~f. He had been charged Tychoalck said the corn- 
with arson and man- pound wasn't burning wnen 
slaughter, he entered,and he had been 
The padlock, which was attracted by the sound of 
identihed by i ts  serial • rushing water. 
number, was found by Anne "It wasn't burning when I
Staley, head nurse at Se went in," Tychonick ' told 
hospital's burn unit, as she Wolfenden. " i  could hear it. 
checked Tychon ick ' s  Like rushing water. That's 
belongings on admission/to what I wanted to look at." 
hospital. TyChonick told him he 
, Earlier, Nanaimo RC/dP noticed all the valves on the 
Constable Bob Moiler and tanks were open and he 
• civilian 'Steve Wilson thonght children had been in 
testif ied they pulled there. " ' 
Tychonick from the com- Wolfenden said when he 
pound shortly after the fire asked about the padlock, 
st~te_~ . . . . . .  , Tychonink said he didn't 
-Moliettold the five-man Imow how it came to be in 
jury he was driving past the his pocket. 
plant at about 4:~, a~.  M-oriez, a volunteer 
whenhe saw flumes, ne said fireman with the ~ammo 
he parked his cruiser and brigade, died when a 
approached ferry worker storage tank erupted as he 
Wilson, who was watching was attempting toremove a
the fire, when a man with loaded gasoline truck from 
his clothes smoldering ran the compound. 
from the direction of the The inquest eendnues. 
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School board 
Three candid  ttes two spots 
By Donna Valileres 
Herald Staff Writer 
Two school board seats are up for grabs in the Terrace 
district and three contenders are vying for the positions. 
Two are incumbant rustees, Jack Cook and Elaine 
Johnson, and the third is Lorna Romilly, a newcomer to 
Terrace politics. 
We unfortunately were unable to speak ~vith Jack Cook, a 
store manager, tmeause a convenient time for an interview 
could no! be arranged, but we did speak with Johnson, a 
homemaker, and Romiliy, a director at Osbourne Guest 
Home. 
qu~tyleS.w.hieh.crolpl~d, u~ !n both~dlscussions were the 
oz eaucation mme restrict ana what taxpayers could 
expect in' terms in increases. 
Romilly 
Lornn Romiily" believes 
that parents, and teachers 
should get together more 
often to work Cooperatively 
rather than. treating each 
other as adversaries. 
,Parents don't usually get 
involved (in schools) until 
their kid's in trouble," she 
said, "and that's too late." 
Romilly thinks the school 
board should set up a 
parents' advisory com- 
mittee to give parent~ an 
avenue through which they 
can participate in their 
children's education and 
make recommendations for 
their schools. 
There should also be more 
communication from the 
board to the public, Romilly 
said, as well as better 
communication between 
board members as far as 
committee minutes .~o. 
Students come ftrst in 
Romflly's opinion. 
She's after quality 
education and accepts the 
concept of core cumculum, 
but not at the expense of 
enrichment programs uch 
as extra-physical education, 
French, drama and music. 
"There's not much you 
cando about it now," she 
said of the core curriculum 
requiremente s t down by 
the Department of 
Education. "But just 
because it's there we 
Jshouldn't do away with 
other things." 
French especially is an 
important subject for 
children tolearn at an ealry 
age, Romilly said, when 
youngsters find it more 
enjoyable and it's easier to 
learn. 
' "You throw French a t  
kids in junior high and they 
hate it,'! she said. 
Children with learning 
disabilities are another of 
Romi l ly ' s  . concerns ,  
believing that children 
should have equal learning 
oppoi'tunitibs. 
Often learning disabilities 
are not recognized in young 
children and even when they 
are there isn't always morn 
in existing programs to deal 
with the child's special 
Veteran trustee Elaine Johnston says 
sehoolbeards mast spend their funds as 
effectively as possible. The cost of 
Johnson During the four yea .  she has served as a trustee,  
After two terms on the Johnson has seen the 
school board Elaine Johnsov establishment and ex- 
can. look back over the pansion of career-oriented 
changes in local education, p rograms, '  a l te rnate  
Director of the Osbourne Guest Home, 
Lorna Romilly says the school orad 
should Set up an advisory committee of 
problem. 
Romilly, director of 
Osbourne quest home, said 
there should be school 
psychologists and special 
courses for teachers o the 
schools can effectively deal 
with learning problems. 
Alternate schools are 
another way to offer equal 
education to alls tudents, 
Romilly said. 
i immmnr-~: ,  miu* - , , . .  • .~ ,  :~ .  
education amy be high, she sayd, but 
cMIdred are our most important renurce. 
education, French courses 
and a drop in  the pupil- 
teacher atio. 
"School boards are very 
important," she said. "It's 
important to have some 
"I think it's important to 
offer an alternative not only 
if (the students) are 
disruptive, but ff they have 
learning problems," she 
said. 
All of this does not mean 
there has to be more money 
raised through school taxes, 
Romilly stressed. 
"There could be more 
control of where the money 
control of education on the 
CCgP. 77/78 
I 
In observation of 
Rememberance Day, 
the Herald will not 
publlsh a paper Friday. 
.: local level." 
Johnson does disagree. 
with the contention that 
school boards have much 
, power over the school 
system. Although there is an 
..... ~ ~ ~. ,..-~.$II .millf6~;.:budget, 80.per  
cent of this goes to salaries. 
But, she admitted, school 
boards do have control over 
, .... the district curriculum. 
~,:':',~:~ "That's where the power 
' and importance lies," 
Johusoiz said. 
i'!ii ! Concerning core 
curriculum, Johnson stated 
she felt the "exercise was 
very valuable" hacause it 
involved parents in 
discussions about what their .- ~-:,~,~ 
: :~i~ ::' >~ children were learning in 
: school.  
She agrees with the 
concept of core curriculum. 
: ~'~~: : Johnson said, "but I don't 
• A:::~:ii~ like the term back to basics. 
I don't know what the basics 
~;~.~ sire." 
i ~*~i:i;~ . Instead .the curriculum 
should meet he needs of the 
~ students. "
"I think the taxpayer is 
burdened already," Johnson 
said while speaking of the 
cost of education. "The 
board has got to spend as 
effectively as possible." 
"Education has become 
very expensive," she said, 
and the burden rests on the 
taxpayer. "But we're 
working with our most 
i ', . 
.parents o they can participate in their 
children's education and co-operate 
rather than fight the schoolboard. 
is spent," she said, adding 
that students should get 
"the best education possible 
with the money available." 
However, Romilly said 
taxpayers may have to face 
continuing high. education 
costs to maintain the quality 
of education. 
"H you want good 
education you may have to 
pay for it," she said. 
important resource in the 
country. 
" I t 's  going to cost us 
money, but we're trying to 
be effective in spending." 
Johnson slake highly of 
school dlstnct 88~ stating 
that the"ecbools,- tea~g 
staff and administration are 
all doing the job. 
When asked about the 
alternate ducation systefl~, 
Johnson explained that th~ 
system in Terrace has been 
re-evaluated a number of 
times and has undergone 
several changes: 
• "Some peopie are very 
upset" because it has 
changed from a separate 
facility, Johnson explained, 
but stated that the board is 
now trying to integrate the 
students into the classrooms 
with the help fo support 
staff. 
Johnson is also concerned 
with French programs 
which are now in existance 
at elementary schools in 
Tbornhill and 'Clarence 
Michael. A committee has 
been set up to look at the 
programs within "the 
district. 
Johnson said she is 
pleased that the board is 
• liuaily setting up objectives 
and goals for the future. _ 
She promised to "try and 
work hard as a trustee...and 
give as much as possible." 
RCMP in the habi of opening private mail 
0TI'AWA (CP) --  Post- 
master General Jean- 
Jacques Blais Wednesday 
ordered an investigation 
into a CBC television report 
that the RCMP has been 
opening first class mail for 
I0 yea.rs. 
The CBC report says the 
opening of domestic and 
foreign mail began in t~e 
1960s and continued in 1976 
4 
BCR hearings 
under an operation code- 
named Cathedral. 
The report says the 
o~.ratian was ordei~ed by 
divisional heads within the 
RCMP security service and 
engineered by the sources 
section of the federal for£e, 
which maintains agents and 
informants in government 
departments including the 
post office. 
Maureen Boyd, press  
secretary to Blais, saidin an 
interview that no one can 
legally intercept and open 
In'st-class mail in Canada. 
"The post/office is not in 
compUcity with the RCMP 
for op~ning mail," Boyd 
said. "V ~e're saying we have 
no knowledge of that." 
Fed. grant was injeopar(ly 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- which would provide fun- 
The former New cling for the extension, said 
Mac Norris railway vice- Democratic Party govern- 
ment proceeded with• the president. 
financially disastrous Dease 
Lake extension of the The evidence was given as 
the commission continued British Columbia Railway in 
the bolief that lt would lose a its probe of the politically 
$117' million federal motivated ecisions which 
government grant if it did caused a series of govern- 
not, the royal commission ments to pour money into 
inquiry into the railway was the extension • despite 
told Tuesday. overruns of more than 300 
The railway felt that it per cent. 
was locked into an Norris told the c0m- 
agreement with Ottawa 'mission Friday that the 
government of former 
premier Dave Barrett was 
warned at least wice during 
1975 that the extension was 
running far over budget, but 
pressed on. with the ex- 
tension, as did the current 
'Social Credit government of
Bill Bennett. 
The extension was not 
halted until April of this 
year, when the federal 
government promised $81 
million--on the condition 
that the work stop. 
Anyone caught opening 
mail, or handing it to the 
RCMP to be opened, is liable 
under Section 43 of the Post 
Office Act to penalties of up 
to three years in prison, a 
$3,000 fine, or both. 
It would be "clearly 
illegal" under Section 43 for 
a postal employee or anyone 
else to even delay a first- 
class letter, she said. 
SAID HAS PROOF 
Lloyd Crouse (PC--South 
Shore) told reporters 
Wednesday he has proof'the 
RCMP had opened a letter 
sent him last August from 
St. Thomas, Ont. The letter 
had been opened when 
Crouse received it and bore 
the stamp of the RCMP 
technical unit. 
Mr. Justice David C. 
McDonald, chairman of a 
~ commission set up in to look into the extent of 
illegal RCMP activity, said 
in an interview he has asked 
the commission counsel to 
"launch inquiries" about 
the CBC report. 
Blais said iL -ppeared a 
letter addressed to Cmuse 
as a member of Parliament 
had been misdirected to 
Government House, where 
suspicious RCMP had it run 
through a fluoroscope to 
ensure it was not dangerous. 
Conservative MP Steve 
Paprosk i  (Ed.mohton 
Centre) also complained in 
the Commons Wednesday 
that he had received a letter 
last August stamped "In. 
spected by RCMP technical 
unit. Safe to handle." 
Papreski said he found the 
RCMP "safe to handle" 
stamp on a letter he 
received Aug. 18. It was a 
bill to his executive 
assistant for flowers ~nc t': 
the wife of Gerald Baldwi~l 
(PC-- Peace River). 
Paproski said he did not 
raise the matter earlier 
because he wanted to see 
whether other MPs had had 
the same experience. 
b ~ J 
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I What's Happening? 1 Captains of russian trawlers found not  guiltyo 
In Terrace Men's Badketbail League play, Skeena Hotel VANCOUVER (CP) -- Druzhba, and Yarsola on the trawlers before, they Canadians with a new bo:undary. Loran C in 
meets 9-22 ~ats  Happening were boarded show they Judge McGivern said that 
Thursday, Nov. 10, Skeena Hotel takes on Totem Ford in were more than two miles Loran 
Commercial Hockey League play at 10 p.m. in the Terrace 
areoa. 
In Terrace Men's Badketball League play, Skeena Hotel 
meets Rod's Billiards at 8:30 and Ev's Men's Wear take on 
All Season's at 9:45 in Skeena Jr. Secondary School's gym. 
Friday, Nov. U Through Sunday November 13, the first 
conference on women and economic development will be 
held at the In of the North In Prince George. 
Saturday, Nov. 12, The Tomahawk Tribe dance will be held 
in the Thornhlll Community Centre beginning at 7:30. There 
will be a beauty contest and raffle draw. Tickets are $6 per 
person. For further information, call Wally Lefebvre at 635- 
3863. 
Terrace NDP are sponsoring a dinner-dance in the Arena 
banquet room beginning at 7:30 p.m. Jim Fulton, federal 
constituency candidate, Graham Lea, MLA for Prince 
Rupert, and Colin Gablemann, a B.C. representative on the 
NDP federal council will be there. 
The Terrace Reds meet the Smithers Totems in the 
Terrace Arena at 8:30 p.m. 
Sunday, nov. 13, The Terrace Reds meeti the Commercial 
League all-stars in the Terrace arena t 7 p.m. 
Monday, Nov. 14, the Harlem Clowns meet he teachers all- 
star team in Caledonia's School gym a t 7: 30 p.m. 
Foil(singer Mary Litel~ield will sing at a coffee house in 
the NorthWest National Exhibition Centre in Hazelton at 8 
p.m. Admission is $2. 
In Commercial Hockey League action, the Totem Ford's 
meet Gordon and Anderson at 8:15 and Skeena Hotel takeS 
on MeEwan Motors at 10p~n. at the Terrace arena. 
A two-week industrial firs aid course starts at NorthWest 
Community College in Terrace. Classes run from 9 to 4, 
Monday through Friday. Call Brian Loptsun at 635.6511 for 
further details. 
Tuesday, Nov. IS, a two-day seminar called Creating a 
Career sponsored by Canada Manpower will be held at 
NorthWest Community College. 
The tuesday night movie at the NorthWest National 
Exhibition C, entre will be Of Human Bondage starring Bette 
Davis, and Leslie Howard. Showtime at the centre in 
Hazelton is 8 p.m 
Again on Tuesday, in Terrace Men's Basketball League 
p!ay, Ev's Men's Wear meet Red's Billiards at 8:30 and 
Skeerm Hotel takes on All Seasons at 9:45 in Skeena 
Secondary School gym. 
Wednesday, Nov. 16, there will be a slide show and talk on 
the Seven Sisters at the NorthWest National Exhibition 
Centre in Hazel,on at 8 p.m. 
Oil port inquiry 
to have recess 
VANCOUVER (CP)Dr. 
Andrew Thompson, inquiry 
commissioner of the West 
Coast oil ports inquiry, said 
Wednesday the inquiry will 
be recess&l. 
Thompson said the 
inquiry would be reac- 
tivated as required at some 
later date or on the orders of 
• e federal government. 
The inquiry commissioner 
returned here from Ottawa, 
where he held talks with 
federal cabinet ministers on 
extending the length of the 
inquiry and giving it more 
money. 
Various intervenors in the 
inquir~, into the impact of 
estabhshing an oil port on 
the British Columbia coast 
have demanded additional 
money. 
Funding of $380,000 was 
made available to various 
special interest groups when 
the inquiry began last 
spring, but spokesmen for 
such groups as the Kitimat 
Oil Coalition demanded 
more money to research the 
hazards involved with 
transshipment of Alaskan 
crude oil. 
Meanwhile, Environment 
Canada said Dr. Thompson 
would review the evidence 
before him and hear from 
inquiry participants until 
the end of the year. It said 
he will submit a statement 
of proceedings to Fisheries 
and Environment Minister 
Otto Lang and Transport 
Minister Otto Lang in the 
spring. 
Environment Canada said 
there are no active ap- 
plications before the federal 
government for contruction 
of an oil port on the B.C. 
coast, but that Dr. Them.p- 
son's report would prowae 
assistance on how to deal 
with any forthcoming appli- 
cations. 
OPERATING FAST 
FOOD FRANCHISE 
IN TERRACE, B.C. 
This is an on-going unit well established in the 
Terrace community and offers an excellent future. 
Assume existing financing which has good terms. 
Complete training provided. This unit is operated 
by franchise Co. staff who are urgently required for 
duties in Vancouver. 
BROWNIES FRANCHISES LTD., 
Vancouver :  W. Noren (255-6296) Res. 298.8789 
or at Terrace, B.C. 
Lynden or Sandra Best, 635.6502 
Provincial court Judge Jack 
McGivern said Wednesday 
he found the captains of two 
Russian trawlers not guilty 
of unlawfully fishing witmin 
Canadian waters because 
there was reasonable doubt 
the ships were within the 
restricted zone. 
"I am satisfied the 
Nedelsky, captain of the 
trawler Ugolny, were 
charged Sept. 20 with fishing 
for hake in the restricted 
zone 5.1 after their vessels 
were bearded by fisheries 
officers off the west coast of 
Vancouver Island. 
It was the first time 
charges under the Coastal 
evidence does not establish Fisheries Protection Act 
the guilt of the accused," were laid against a foreign 
Judge McGivern said in fleet on the West Coast since 
giving the reasons for his Canada extended its fishing 
not guilty decision Friday. zone to 200 miles from 12 
Iakov Karpitsky, captain miles on Jan. 1. 
of the Russian trawler ! Positions taken by radar 
Ferry runs aground 
vANcouVER (CP) - -K  travelling through fog and 
CP Rail ferry freighter, rain from here to Swartz 
which ran aground in Active 
Pass early Wednesday was 
pulled free by two tugs ~tnd 
refloated Wednesday af- 
terlmon. 
A search and  rescue 
spokesman said the 380-foot 
Carrier Princess would be 
taken to Swartz Bay, north 
of Victoria/for examination 
by divers. 
The $5.25 million ferry 
went aground while 
Bay. 
Earlier, a CP Rail 
spokesman said that first 
surveys howed no serious 
damage and no off leakage 
from the vessel's hull. 
The ferry, with a crew of. 
14, carried• 16 highway 
transport trailers as cargo. 
The spokesman said if the 
ferry had been more heavily 
loaded, the damage likely 
would have been much 
greater. 
outside the restricted zone. 
electronic device known as 
C showed the because of testimony given 
trawlers were 4.4 miles by defence witnesses that 
/ 
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me are,. 
. in question, he was forced to 
conclude that a reasonable 
doubt existed as to the 
S47,$00. Phone Frank Skid- 
more. 
ra ,  ~ r tv l : ,  ,u l :  n l :¢ l l  I , ,  L, LU, o p.4vt] i 
4615 PARK AVENUE, TERRACE, B.C. V8G 1V5 
Rurllsetling. Coly3bedronm ~ " '_.~_. 
home on ~ acre lot. Has Moving upl Drive by this Try your offer on this three 
fireplace and carport. Asking 
See it now. Phone Frank 
Skldmore and arrange to 
view. Lovely bungalow on 
corner lot. A well kept two 
bedroom home with sundeck, 
carport and fireplace. Asking 
only $37,900 MLS. 
bedroom home on Westvlew 
Drive include a fireplace, 
sauna, two baths and much 
much more. Ca(I in to Park 
Avenue and check it out on 
"Realacope" or phone Kelly 
Squires 635.7616 for all the 
details. Asking $38,000. 
Just blocks from shopping, 
schools and * recreation 
facilities. This home with two 
bedrooms, fireplace and 
garage has much to offer the 
right family. Asking $34,000 
call today and his talk your 
housing needs. Kelly Squires 
635.7616. 
One of the better duplex in- 
vestments in town. 3 bedroom 
units of 950 sq. ft. each. Good 
tenancy record and low 
maintenance costs. Priced at 
S53,000. Call H. Gedllmki at 
635-5397 for further" in- 
formation. ' 
For the large family. Over 
1300sq. ft. of living space plus 
basement suite in a full 
basement. Fully landscaped 
lot, close to school. 
Reasonable taxes. Well 
constructed home and priced 
at 353,000. Call H. Gedllnskl 
635.5397. 
home on Olson Avenue. 
Features include full 
basement with 3 bedroom 
suite, large lot, 3 bedrooms up 
with lots of living area and 
close to schools. Phone B 
Parfitt for appointment to 
view. Phone 635.4971. 
i ' " " , " 
A full basement home with 2 
bedrooms on main floor end 
extra bedroom downstairs. 
Rec room. Alcan siding ex- 
terlor. 2 car garage. All on 2 
acres of lind and listed I t  
$47,$00. Call or see it on 
"Realscope" in our Office. B. 
Parfift I t  435.4971. 
Attractively doslgnnd 4-plax. 
All units have modern kit. 
chens, big living rooms, 
natural rock fireplaces; wall 
to wall carpeting throughout. 
Call Horst Gndllnski for more 
i n fe~mal inn '  / .qC_ l t01  
bedroom" home in Thornhlll. 
Large lot, public water system 
and quiet area make this 
home a must on your viewing 
list. Asking $21,000. Call Kelly 
Squires 435.7416 to view, or 
come in end sis it on 
"Realscope"l 
Try your offer on this family 
home. 4 bedrooms, in.law 
suite on ground level, large 
carport and beautifully lend. 
scapod yard. Drive by this 
home. ~14HIIIcrest Avenue 
and make an epFolntmont to 
view. Phone B. Parfift 635. 
4971. 
Reduced to S14,500. Nlcaly l l  
appointed home on largell 
landscaped lot, withl l  
panoramic view of town. Can • 
be seen at 4615 Westvlew i 
Drive. Contact Frank Skid. i 
mar , ,  tn r  V I IWIM_  A~l i l _a iA01 • 
! . 
YOU'Ve Ot unt,{1 
r m. U lIcla ]' 
tO OUt Of tOWll. 
B.C. Ters long distance 
weekend rates are worth 
leaving town for. 
Because between 5p.m, 
Friday and 5 p.m. Sunday 
you can dialdirect (112) to 
most places in British 
Columbia* forjus t 35¢ or less 
Per minute (minimum charge 
3c per call). 
SO mosey on over tO your 
telePhoni~ this Weekend.. And 
find out what the gangs 
been ' .~. :  
up o. RO. TEL 
':'Rate does not appty on calls, from the OK Tel area, coin tel, motel, hotel aiad to some Northern Ix}ants not served by B.C. Tel. 
. r .  . . . .  
d 
F IRR ING 
STRIPS  
2x4's TO 
C-ON CR-ETE 
p, .  
• ~.: ,.:..' 
ilnl ~.f.. 
AWNINGS 
AND 
SHUTTERS 
ELECTRICAL  
CONDUIT  
"EW DO- IT -YOURsELF  FASTENING 
TEM FOR ATTACHING. . .  
,' !~t~,~s ,:f Powerloads and Fasteners avai lable 
~IRC)N 
RA IL INGS 
¢ 
S 
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VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Sentences ranging from five 
to eight years were handed 
out Wednesday to four 
Montreal men for last 
January's robbery of the 
Vancouver Safety Deposit 
Vaults. 
The four men had pleaded 
kuilty to two counts of 
possession of s to len  
property in the $2.5 million 
robbery. 
• Judge Kerry Smith 
sentenced Ronald McCann, 
46, to two eight-year terms, 
and Kenneth Fisher, 30, to 
two six-year terms. He gave 
.Paul Brentwick, 26, and 
Robert Johnstone, 37, five 
years each on the two 
comte. All sentences will be 
served concurrently. 
K fifth 'man, Talbot 
Murphey, 49, of Surrey, 
B.C, has jumped $50,000 
hail and a warrant is out for 
his arrest. 
In sentencing, Judge 
Smith noted that Bryntwiek 
had no previous record, 
Johnstone had a minor 
record, Fisher a previous 
conviction for possession of 
stolen ~pro.i)erty, and Mc- 
Cann naa an extensive 
criminal record. __.. 
The judge said he would 
have handed out longer 
terms if he had been sen- 
tencing on tbe January  
break-in itself. 
• Judge" Smith said that in 
order to determine proper 
' $2.5 million in stolen stones 
Vancouver vault robbers get; sentenced 
sentences for an offence, a 
judge should be made aware 
of all circumstances of the 
offence but, the defence's 
submission in the case 
"casts little light on the 
circumstances." 
LEFT IN DARK 
. The judge had said earlier 
that the guilty pleas left him 
in the dark. 
He revealed evidence in. 
dicating that the break-in on 
the weekend of Jan. 7-10 1977 
was the result of eight to 12 
hours of work by skilled 
operators. 
About 1,200 of the 2,000 
shfety deposit boxes were 
rifled, and the value of the 
property taken ranged from 
$2 million to $2.5 million. 
Special prosecutor John 
Hall had told the court that 
only because of a CP Air 
baggage handler's inability 
to lift a suitcase destined for 
Montreal did what would 
have been one of Van- 
couver's biggest robberies 
begin.to unfold. 
Hall said CPA officials be- 
came suspicious of nine 
pieces of heavy,baggage and 
quickly called RCMP, who 
searched and found large 
amounts of money, gold 
bars and coins, diamonds 
and other precious gems, as 
well as mounted jewelry. 
Fisher, Johnstone, and 
McCann were arrested at 
Vancouver International 
CRRIS'S JANITOR SERVICE ~i 
once again offers i~  
REDUCED PRICES 
FOR XlRIS ~ , ~ ~.~ .1 
n ' ":; " "'" 
~ CLEIIIIN' -- ~ ~ ~ - ~  ~ 
; "LET SANTA ~~~.)  
g PInK H!SSLEIGH ' . ' : '~~-~ 
~; NOVEMBER ~L ,a l l~n~ _~ 
i~ SPECIAL ~, ~tlJtl g 
k[ l q 
|d , ,~ . l  HUT TIIE RUSH 
' - - - - - -  . t t  ,ow.,  
FREE ESTIMATES 
Airport .jprior. to take-off airport staff as having Bryntwick was arrested in flight he took to Montreal 
after being identified by checked the baggage. Winnipeg because an earlier was diverted. 
Robbed of valuable heat-because 
, old-fashioned insulation is no longer enough to 
protect you against the soaring costs of fuel and 
energy. It leaves gaps in•your home's defences. 
And that costs you money every day. And every night! 
But 'now there's an easy way tO build 
permanent dollar savings into your home-with 
STYROFOAM* SM brand insulation. Strong, light 
boards of blue STYROFOAM SM put savings in 
your ceilings, floors, roof; basement and walls. 
Drop in and ask us for your free copies of the 
fully-detailed booklets on how todo-it-yourself 
with STYROFOAM SM...the most efficient heat- 
and money-saving insulation you can buy. 
Protect your home ~ 
against heat robbery...and/kmVjl~7~~/~.~/~(~ 
save money th. rough all /L~_"-T,~. " LJ~_~I~tL.~..L.._\~ // 
the years ahead. / ~ ~  " 
If you are interested in buying o.r building a. 
STYROFOAM*SM new home, ask your builder about he Super 
THE LIFETIMEINSULATION Insulation System, identified by this symbol. • 
DOW CHEMICAL OF CANADA, LIMITED 
..... " '"" ' TERRABE BUILDIU6 SUPPLIERS tfO, , 
' SO03 Graham Avenue, Terrace 
iLBERT & MIOCAFFERI LTD. TERRACE CO-OP LTD. 
41105 Highway 16 West, Terrace Terrace 
Tell us your masons 
and,we Ilhelp_ 
a plan just 
' ~__ '~A winter v~c 
.... r~son -for saw~g. ~na a "Over :the .years .my reasons {or 
. ,  ~]~ Bonus Savings Accounf is' ~avin~ave ~amged. Bu~ ~he I~.o.yal Bank 
~,~l t~~/ l~¢ '  qoin~ fo help mefake it, lqas always #ound away fo l~el p me 
~ ~ ~ ~ k , ~ .  _ !,can'/" write che, ques on reach~m, y goals. And now, Im really 
J t l l i l l i ~ ~ : ~  me account so ~e money goinc:j ÷o efijoy my refiremenf." 
- - ~ I ne~l'm s~vi~gif.,, slays put until 
I jus{ wanf ~ro wrffe ,q few 
cheques and earn ?n'leresf 
on ~e money I save. 
A P, egul,tr ~vinga Accounf 
is "the one. accounf fhaf 
does if all. If~ e×acfly w/~/ 
Ineed righf now." 
A Regular Savings Account is an 
account that almost everybody can use. It 
gives you interest and ehequing together, 
Your money is always there when you need 
it and all your transactions are recorded 
in a handy bank book. You can also use it 
as a joint account for two of you. 
I 
A Bonus Savings Account helps your 
money add up faster. Since it's strictly'a 
savings account, you can't write ' 
cheques, You can, of course, withdraw 
cash wheneeer you need it. It's 
a good account to use with a Personal 
Chequing Account...you can't get a 
better match for saving and budgeting, 
If you're saving for retirement we have Retirement 
Savings Plans. Or, if you're saving for a home we have 
Home Ownership Sa(,ings Plans. Term deposits are 
a good place for amounts of $1,O00 or more. 
h's all just a matter of what's right for you. Whatever 
~/eOUr savings goals are we can help you reach them. 
have many different ways to help people save and 
invest heir money. 
Just tell us your easons for.saving and we'll help work 
out a plan just for you. 
ROYAE BAN K 
...tbra lot of reasons. 
With aver 200 branches inBritish Columbia nd the Yukon to serve you. 
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Round Steak 
or Roast. 
Full Cut. 
Boneless, 
Grade n I b . ' 1 4 8  
Stew Beef 
Boneless. 
Safoway Quality. ,99 C 
Ice Cream 
Lucerne Deluxe 21 Ill liLJJ) ~J~/ u Assorted Flavors. ~_1 V~/ I~/  
. Cut Wax Beans • Mix~t Vegetables. 
Taste Tells Brand. ~)  a~- -~ C 
Choice Grade. i~'!"~ ~l ]~ J )  
14 fl. oz. Tins.. I~ J  far ~ 
.reHouse ~ S~ t i f f  I 
Choice.'  11/ I 
Frozen [~ J  lb. Bag [~ ~ .  | 
Meat Pies 
M;::rn.Hous e C 
8OZ. aPckage 2 for  8 G  
Broccoli 
California Q A c l  
Steam and Serve i~'1/ ~--------------------------------~) | 
with Butter lb. ~ ~ I 
Apples 
B.C. Grown a ( ~ C  
Spa:~::shOe3 'l':.i°;:;i O ~)  ~__~ 
• California 4G C H d ' ' "  .o. Grade ea LeTTuce  .,, 
Tomatoes  6G c Vine.Ripened. He. I Grade lb. 
Prices Effective 
Nov. 8 - Nov. 12 
In Terrace Safeway Store 
Sales in Retail Quantities only, 
I 
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"1 Interpreting the news [
Carter U, mgress 
• tensions relie  ed 
WASHINGTON (CP)  - -  Future generations will probably 
take little note of the fact that on Saturday,, Nov. 5, 1977, 
Jimmy Carter performed the 2,359th pres|denUal Veto in 
U.S. history. 
The act, however, was another symbolic landmark in the 
Carter presidency and confirms a return to normal political 
tension between Congress and the White House. 
The occasion for the Nov. 5 veto--Carter's f'wst since 
taking office last Jannary--was a bill directing that work 
proceed on the controversial C inch River nuclear breeder 
reactor, a demonstration plant using nuclear technology 
that Carter wants other countries to refrain from 
developing. 
White House officials said that Carter hoped to get 
through. 1977 without casting any veto, both to maintain 
good relations with Congress and to create a contrast with 
the vetoprone presidency of Gerald Ford. 
Ford was heavily criticized in last year's presidential 
election campaign for performing 66 vetoes in his two-year 
term. While unusually high in relation to such a short term, 
• Ford's veto total is still far from the record 635 of Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt. 
CHOOSES WELL 
Though still running the risk that his prestige may suffer 
if Congress over-rides his veto, Carter seems to have chosen 
his~first subject well. 
By trying to kill the controversial reactor project, he 
automatically gains support from those concerned over nu- 
clear proliferation and those who object o the reactor's $2.2 
billion cost. The White House contends that in addition to 
the problems the project would create in non-proliferation 
efforts, it is unnecessarily expedsive and would be tech- 
nologically obsolete when complete. . .; 
~t  there is still s~treng support in Congress for the project 
ahd ~ the Washingtbn Post editorialized: "Because being 
over-ridden or otherwise stared down on a first veto has 
.ripple effects of damage to a president that go beyond the 
subject at hand, Mr. Carter was taking a pretty hefty risk in 
deciding to cast his first veto on this bill.'" 
The Post, however, aipp.lauded Carter's decision, saying 
the political risk is justified and Carter's position demon- 
strates beth sound values and political courage. 
w that Carter has broken the ice with his first veto, the 
president may well have less hesitation i  subsequent veto 
decisions. ., 
In his nationally-televised speech on the energy crisis, 
Carter warned that he might turn down Congross's much- 
altered version of his energy program. 
And press secretary Jody Powell recently retracted a
White House pledge that there Would be no veto on a 
proposed bill to allow everyone full social secari~ benefits 
regardless of outside income. White House officials say 
removing the ceding on outside income--now $3,000 for 
persons 65 to 71---could cost $3.5 billion a year. 
The danger for Carter may lie not so much in the vetoes 
as in the way he presenis them. 
An overbearing assertion of an exclusive claim to 
morality could greatly damage his already-strained 
relations with Congress. 
Yet in his televised energy speech, he referred to the 
possibility of vetoing congressional energy bills and then 
depicted the coming clash of principles in uncompromising 
terms: 
"This is not a contest of strength between tile president 
and the Congress, nor between the House and the Senate. 
What is being measured is the strength and will of our na- 
tion." 
Picturing White House-Congress disputes in such 
apocalyptic rhetoric may make good television, but does 
little for the president's day.to-day relationship with 
Congress. 
9Y7 U.;ve,U)l Ffe .  5p~o,,ate 1111 o
"What exactly is 'new, improved leffuco?" 
i Business spotlightj 
Cotton instead of wood pulp? 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- The di- 
rector of the American Newspaper 
Publishers Association researc] 
institute says the United States 
agricultural •department is ex 
perimenting with kenaf, a fibre 
plant related to cotton, for use in 
newsprint. 
Irwin Jaffe said in a recent in- 
terview from Easton, Pa., that a 
newsprint shortage caused b3 
striking pulp workers in British 
Columbia and Canadian railway 
workers in 1975 spurred the U.S. 
government tolook for alternatives 
• to wood pulp for newsprint 
production. 
The Peoria Journal Star in Peoria, 
Ill., already has completed a press 
run using experimental, kenaf 
based newspf'int. 
The new type of newsprint,. 
however, is not seen as a major 
threat to Canadian wood-base( 
newsprint. 
Dave Fricker, senior vice. 
resident for law and corporate 
fairs at MacMillan Bloedel Ltd., 
said kenaf-based newsprint does not 
compare in quality with traditional 
newsprint. 
Jaffe said indications o far are 
that kenaf newsprint could bt 
produced at a cost competitive with 
conventional newsprint, but i 
probably would take two years of 
study before the full economic and 
quality • implications were known. 
He said it was impossible to be 
sure that production costs would. 
continue to be competitive' on "a 
commercial basis and there was no 
guarantee that kenaf would be used. 
Jaffa said government esting 
should not be considered a scare 
situation for Canadian ewsprint 
producers and the motive is to  
provide an alternate source to 
alleviate xpected shortages due to 
greater demand on wood pulp for 
purposes other than newsprint. 
He said U.S. publishers have not 
been happy about the sharp in- 
creases m newsprint prices "from 
$140a ton to more than $300 in just'a 
few years,,' combined with a drop in 
quality. 
• Jaffe said that during the Ca- 
nadian strikes in 1975 some U.S. 
publishers exhausted all their in- 
ventories and were forced to scour 
the black market for individual 
supplies. 
Canada sells about $1.9 billion of 
newsprint to the U.S. annually and 
B.C. newsprint accounts for about 
$274 million of those sales. 
About 65 per cent of current U.S. 
consumption is from Canadia'J 
sources. 
The kenaf.based newsprint used in 
the  Peoria Journal Star experiment 
was made last summer at the U.S. 
department of agriculture's nor- 
them regional research centre in 
Peoria. 
Research findings how that kenaf 
newsprint has nearly the same 
bursting pressure as commercial 
newsprint, with only five per cent 
less strength, and is similar in 
brightness and opacity. 
Kenaf, which originated in the Far 
East, can be grown in Minnesota nd 
other northern states, but is best 
suited to the soil and growing season 
of the southeastern U.S. 
Jaffe said the fibre could be grown 
as far north as Canada, as long as 
there were 120 frostfree days. 
He said a particular advantage Of 
kenaf is that it is an annual crop and 
production could be increased or 
decreased from year to year as con- 
sumption demands. 
"Osgood's getting &training for the Grey Cup game." 
Investment statistms how 
Quebec able 
QUEBEC (CP) - -  A progress" compared with 
government publication, 1976, says an article in the 
citing numerous projects current edition of the in- 
and investments in Quebec, tergovernmental affairs 
sa~s the pro-separatist department  magazine,  
• policies of the Patt i  Quebec en Bref (Quebec in 
Quebecois government are brief). 
not. causing as much un- 
certainty as some fed- "Although weaksectorsof 
eralists claim, the economy are threatened 
In fact, investment plans or have suffered the loss of 
in 1977 show "c lear  at least 5,000 jobs since the 
stand alone 
beginning of the year, other • 
more vigorous ectors have 
announced in the same 
period investments of more 
than $875 million," the 
article said. 
It gives a list of in- 
vestments, all previously 
announced, which includes 
$380 million in a pulp and 
Waft-paper project by Don- 
ohue-St. Felicien Inc. and 
the Quebec government, at 
St. Felicien, 240 kilometres 
north of Quebec City. 
Other investments cited 
as evidence of a healthy 
economy include $200 
million by Aican Alurnlnium 
Ltd. for a new smelter at La 
Bale, 200 kilometres north of 
Quebec City, and a $100- 
• million investment • by 
Canadian Industries Ltd. for 
expansion of a_ plant at 
F e d e r a l  transport Becancoar ,  130 kilometres • northeast of Montreal. 
GM INVESTS 
The article also men- department 'thless tioned a $36-million in- WO]  " vestment by General Motors 
for expansion of its plant at 
Ste. Theresa, 20 kflometres 
north of Montreal; a $23- 
million investment by 
Bendix Corp. and Healy In- 
dustries for a foundry a t  
Farnham, 55 kilometres 
east of Montreal; and a 
$22.5-million expansion by 
O'Keefe Brewing Co. Ltd. of 
its Montreal plant..  
Other examples included 
an investment by La 
Prudentialle group in the 
construction ofa $40-million 
commercial centre at St. 
Bruno near Montreal and a 
$9-million investment by the 
same group in the West- 
mount I building being built 
by Premiere Quebec Corp. 
Gray challenged a statement by Lang • Quebec en Bref noted that 
But the letter says the department that his department had found no Hyatt International Corp. 
never informs the APA of vehicle evidence that the Ford Pinto is any more has opened an 800-room 
likely to catch fire in a rear-end collision hotelin Montreal at a cost of 
than any other car. There were charges in 
a U.S. magazine last summer that a 
defect in the Pinto fuel tank made it likely 
OTTAWA (CP) --  The Montreal-based 
Automobile Protection Association (APA) 
says the federal transport department is 
practically worthless in handlin 
motorists' complaints about safet: 
related efects in their vehicles. 
In a toughly-worded letter to Transport 
Minister Otto Lang, APA President Phil 
Edmoneton says the problem is the result 
of inadequate legislation and "th 
lethargy and lack of initiative" of officials 
of the department's road and motor ve- 
hicle traffic safety branch. 
Edmoneton lists a range of complaints 
received in the APA offices that have been 
forwarded to the branch, includin 
blowouts on radial tires, fires in pollution 
control devices, steering problems and 
brake failures in different makes and 
models of cars. 
problems it is investigating and often the 
consumer group learns of recalls from 
regular bulletins put out by the branch's 
U.S. counterpart, the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration. 
"We get up to 100,000 complaints a 
year," Edmonston said. "We want to 
know what investigations the department 
is starting so that we can channel com- 
plaints to them." 
WHEELS FELL OFF 
He said in a telephone interview from 
Montreal that last summer th, 
association forwarded complaints to the 
department that it had received about 
wheels falling, off some 1977 General 
Motors cars and had asked for an in- 
vestigation. 
Nothing further was heard about the 
matter until the APA received a bulletin 
fron the U.S. traffic safety administration 
saying that some 1977 Camaros and Novas 
had been recalled. 
A spokesman for General Motors of 
Canada said the recall had also been 
made in Canada and applied to 785 
Cameros and Novas equipped with special 
rally wheels. Owners were notified of the 
problem in September. 
"We're getting the impression they 
(federal officials) don't want to handle 
complaints," Edmonston said. "They just 
don't ~em to be equipped to handle 
complaints from motorists." 
Edmonston's criticisms coincided with 
~ e lea~.  f a let~r to Lan~ from.Herb Gray b-- windsor west) ra|sing aounts now 
the department gathers information on 
motor vehicle accidents. 
CHALLENGED STATEMENT 
to rupture and catch fire in such a 
collision and Gray has been pressing for a 
Canadian investigation. 
Gray said the transport department 
gets accident informatton from police 
reports but these reports contain informa- 
.tion~about the eccurrance of fires only in 
British Columbia and Saskatchewan. 
"There is a very serious gap in the basic 
federal government system for gathering 
data on traffic accidents," Gray said in 
the letter to Lang. 
"... You have no information about he 
existence of fires on a systematic and 
comprehensive basis for most of the 
motor vehicle accidents in Canada," he 
said. 
$40 million, "despite the  
difficulties of the tourist 
industry." . 
The article also men- 
tioned Hydro-Quebec in- 
vestments of $2.17 billion in 
1977, an increase of 70 per 
cent compared with 1976, 
and an investment of $5 
million by General Electric 
of Canada in the Quebec 
City region. 
The federal government 
and its agencies are par- 
ticipating as well in the 
increase in investment in 
Quebec, the article said, 
including a $3-to-$4 million 
investment by Canadian 
National Railways. 
More classes 
than teachers 
KAMLOOPS, B.C.  (CP)  - -  The hearing als0 was told 
There is a shortage of that teachers should. 
French teachers in British complete a year of interning 
Columbia and, because before receiving their 
French programs are ex- teaching certificates. 
panding, the situation will Speakers aid a teacher 
get worse unless something should not be given full 
is done, Floyd Celli, responsibility for a class in 
elementary school French his first year of teaching and 
co.ordinator for School therefore should not receive 
District 24, said Monday. a full salary. 
COlIi, of the Kamloops Robert Taylor,' 
area, told a public bearing superintendent of School 
on teacher training that DistriCt 29, said the f i rs t  
more elementary teachers year of teaching should be 
should receive French looked at as a teacher's last 
training, year of training. 
Fifty-nine of the CONCEPT ENDORSED' 
province's  72 school Ash said . the ap- • 
districts now teach French, prenticeship concept was 
Celli said, which is a endorsed by the teachers' 
tremendous increase over association: 
the laSt 1O years. Cam Murray, a Kamioops 
Jim carter, a member of teacher, said teachers 
the six-man public hearing stumble through their first 
panel, said it would be year on the job and, 
better to have specialists although they are keen and 
trained in French rather imaginative, they ~ really 
than teach the language to a not effective teachers. 
large number of teachers. A teaching student said 
Celli said elementary she liked the idea of ap- 
school teachers are not prenticing for a year, even 
encouraged to specializ~ though it would mean lower 
and that all-round educators pay. 
have a better apport with Margaret Brown, a 
their students. Kamloops teacher, said 
Some elementary school practice teaching should 
teachers have not had come early in the training 
French training since Grade program to give sttidente a 
9, he said. chance to fmd out ff they 
IMPROVEMENT have the proper skills to 
NEEDED become a teacher. 
Celli said teachers could Several speakers said 
improve their ability to applicants to the teaching 
teach French through in- program are being accepted 
formal minicourses or largely on their academic 
monthly meetings, records and this is not 
Teachers should be given in- enough to judge a poten- 
centives to take summer tially good teacher. 
programs in French, he "Only those who can el- 
said, adding that since fectivelydeal with children 
universities are the major should be allowed to corn- 
source for recruiting new plete the course," Taylor 
teachers, the number of said. 
French programs in those MORESCREENING 
institutions should be in- NEEDED 
ci'eased. Heating chairman 
The panel was also told Malcolm McGregor said 
that there are a number of there is not enough 
gaps in the teacher training screening done .of teaching ~
program . . . .  students and that it is not 
One speaker saldthe three"" ehough/:just to i'look over 
major training centres for their records. 
teachers in B.C,--the The hearing was told 
University of B.C., teachers still have to be 
University of Victoria and models for the community 
Simon Fraser University-- in their personal behavior 
lack information on early when they work in small, 
childhoodeducation, how to towns and rural areas. ~ : 
fill out a report card and "You're really a fish in a 
how to deal effectively with goldfish bowl," Taylor said. 
colleagues and students: "If you want to kick .up your 
parents, heels for a weekend you 
Cecil Ash, of the should go to Vancouver." 
Kamloops District Teachers Taylor said no hiring is 
Association, said learning done in his district Until the 
disabilities are not covered prospective teacher has 
in the teaching programs, o visited the community he is 
teachers can not recognize to work in, to see if he would 
or treat them. fit in a rural setting. 
[Voice of readers [ 
Labour supports 
instructors tand 
The Delegates to the College's auspices, any 
Kitimat-Terrace Labour suprlus revenues from the 
Council, a t  their recent programme was ploughed 
regular meeting, back into the expansion and 
unanimously supported the upgrading of the 
industrial firs aid in- programme. If it is offered 
strutters and their courses under St. John's, any sur- 
provided through the North- plus monies will be used for : 
west Community College. In non-related purposes --  and 
the experience of the mis is unacceptable to our 
membership, these College- affiliated unions, who, in 
based coruses provided, many eases, pay the tuition 
Industrial first aid training fees. 
meeting Workers' Com- 
pensation Board standards, While we appreciate Stu. 
giving, the workers first John's efforts in fields 
class equipment and outside of Industrial First 
training as compared to the Aid, nevertheless because 
previous haphazard and oar  members' lives and 
unsatisfactory s stem, welfare depend ups_ havinl[ 
To us, the record shows high quality trained first aiu 
that St. ~ohn's performance attendants, we strongly 
in Industrial First Aid is object o the retrograde step 
inadequate, offering sub- as proposed by your 
standard instruction and Ministry. ' 
fe~la uipment..To them the cost 
ctor appears to be of more Yours truly, 
concern than the quality of N. Smith, 
instruction. Secretary, 
When industrial first aid Kitimat-Terrace 
was offered under the LsbourCouncil 
Correction 
The Daily Herald erred in member of the RCMP,Imt 
printing aletter to the editor upon investigation we 
which contained an in- learned that Ald: Jclliffe is 
correct statement con. instead disputing a traffic . 
ceming a pending court violation report. 
case. We apologize for any 
The letter stated that Aid. inconvenience this raisin. 
vie Jolliffe was involved in a fromation may have'cauSed 
court case against a Ald/Jolliffe. 
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THE HERALD, Thursday, NaVe•INK 10, 11)77, PAOE S 
REMEMBRANCE PROGRAM 
10:30 A.M. 
Parade forms at the scfeway Parking lot 
North East Corner 
Pared• Marshall: Comrade H. Bare. 
10:39 A.M. 
The parade marches off to the Tillicum Theatre. 
IN THE TILLiOUN THEATRE 
10:49 A.M. 
Opening Prayer by Ltd. John Sflckland 
10:45 A.M. -O  CANADA 
• 'O Canada, our home and native land' 
True patriot lava in all thy sons commend 
With glowing hearts we see thee rise, 
The truenorth strong and free, 
And stand on guard, O Canada, 
We stand on guard for thee. 
O Canada, glorious and free, 
We stand on guard, we Mend on gnard for thee 
O Canada, we stand on guard for then." 
10:56 A.M. 
Hymn . "Abide With Me"  
Abide with me; fist f•lb the eventide; 
The dlrkNns despans; Lord, with mo abide; 
When other helpers fail; •nd comforts flee, 
.~ ...... : .~!pgf .~e helpless, O.!b]de with me. 
'.. ;, Sv~i~t~,oHsclo~alJsootllfo'elittleday; 1 
~'~ ' '"!  EiHH~i6Ys ~6~m"alm i ~ glori~ plo'i away; 
Change and decoy in •11 around I go; 
O thou, who cheageet .not, abide with me. 
HaM thou shy cross before my closing eyes; 
SIdno through the gloom, and point me to the skies; 
HHVOn'I morning breaks, end earth's vain shadows flee; 
in lifo, in death, O LORD, abide with me. 
Caledonia Senior Secondary High School Bend in attendance. 
11:00 A.M. - Last Post 
"They shell grew not old, as we that ere 
left grow old 
Ago shell nd weary Ihem nor tN  years condemn. 
At the going down of the sun end in the morning. 
We will remember them." 
11:02 A.M. - Buglers Reveille. 
Lament -  Mur ray  Homer 
Address by Rev. David Mar lyn  
Message by President Dave Simons 
Hymn.  "O'  God Our Help in Ages Past"  
O GOD, our help in ages past, 
Our hope for years to come, 
Our shelter from the stormy bead, 
And our eternal hemal 
Time, like an every-rolling Steam, 
Beers eli its sons away; 
Then fly, forgotten, as • dream 
ales at the opening day. 
O GOD, our help in ages past, 
Our hope for yHrs 11o tarot; 
Bethou our guard while troubles last, 
And our eternal hemal 
God Save The Queen 
CENOTAPH SERVICE 
Following the service in the Iheetre the parade will reform In 
front of the theatre and Proceed to the Con(dUb for the iaYJnO of 
the wrsoths. 
Laying of the wreaths. 
Prayer by Roy. David Mar lyn  
Parade return to forming up point. 
.'_OYAL CANADIAN LEGION BRANCH NO. 1 
THIS PAGE SPONSORED BY THE FOLLOWING BUSINESSES 
~ h e  powers that be may change 
the date of Remembrance Day, but 
they cannot change the meaning and 
purpose of it: to honor our veterans of 
many wars fought in many places for 
reasons, but the underlying one 
is always directly or indirectly the 
preservation of your freedoms. It cost 
them years out of their lives, with 
many resulting personal osses and 
hardships and, in some cases, 
permanent injury. It, cost others life 
itself. To honor them by av~iiling 
yourself of this freedom will cost you 
only but one moment of silence. 
Don Young's Men's Apparel 
Oaravan Moving & Storage Ud, 
OK Tire Store 
Gims Restaurant 
Ev's Mens Wear Lid, 
Blue Ribbon Bakery 
0odarland Tire Servioe Ltd. 
0monioa Building Supplies Ltd, 
Graoe Fell Florists 
Jim MoEwan Motors 
0o-op Shopping 0enter 
Lakelse Pharmaoy 
The Herald 
Nov/Quadra Travel Servioes Ltd. 
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Nora's Auto Refinishing 
Sknglund Logging Ltd, 
Terraoe Motors 
Flaherty Truoking Ltd. 
Fleming & Dixon Truoking Ltd. 
Albert & Me0affery Ltd. 
,EY , '  
VO~itm. ne rroose Trucking 
[G, 
B~s Dolioateoson 
~Jr  
Gordon & Anderson Ltd, 
Derkson's 0redit dowellers 
Hales 0abinet & Millwork Ltd. 
Kalum Eleotrio Ltd. 
Northland Delioatessen Ltd. 
0verwaitea Foods 
Dragon Lake Equipment Ltd. 
Finning Traotor i Eqe~ 0e. Ltd. 
Doe's 0adqe i Storap 0o. Ltd. 
Beutlo MNN~ Ltd. 
Bavarian Inn 
Bobs Woldh~ l NNhiN Works LIL 
Bytown Diesel SalN LhL 
Oopper Mountain EnlmlN~U Lid, 
0an•dEan Propane Gas I g Ltd. 
OK 'N' Suds 
Peerless Pipe & Equip•aM 
(TwrNo) Lid, 
Erwin Jewellers 
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The Herald reserves the right 
to classify ads under ap. 
Proprlate headings and to set 
rates therefore and to deter. 
mine page location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or reject 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, 
andtO repay the customer the 
sum paid for the advertisement 
and box rental. 
,Box replies on "H01d" in- 
structions not picked up within 
10 d.;y~; of expiry of an ad- 
vertisement will be destroyed 
unless mailing Instructions are 
received. Those answering Be)( 
Numbers are requested not to 
send Originals of documents to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in ad. 
vertlsements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
after the first publication. 
• It is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald in the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearing in the ad- 
vertleament as published shall 
be limited to theamount paid by 
the advertiser for only one 
Incorrect Insertion for ths 
portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted Item only, and that 
there shall be no liability to any 
event greater than the amount 
• paid for such advertising. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohlblto any advertising that 
discriminates against any 
person because of his race, 
rellglen, sex, color, nationality, 
ancestry or place of origin, or 
because his age is between 44 
and 65 years, unless the con- 
dltlon Is iustifled by a bona fide 
requirement for the work In- 
valved. 
SteHIng Publishers Ltd. 
Publ ished at Terrace 
B.C. S days a week 
Monday to Friday, mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
W.R.  (B i l l )  Lolselle 
1. Coming Events 
The I.O.F. regular meetings.3rd 
Saturday of each month at the 
Slumber Lodge at 8 p.m. 
A Tea and Bazaar will be held In 
St. Mathew's Anglican Church 
Christmas Bazzar. Sat. Nov. 26. 
at 2 p.m. 
Rebekah Lodge Tee and 
Bazaar, Sat. Nov. 5, 2-4 p.m. 
Elk's Hall Raffle draw 4 p.m. 
Old Age Pensioners Tea and 
Bazaar 5at. Nov. 12, 1:30.4:30 
p.m. Arena Banquet Room. 
Raffle draw 4:00 p.m. (ctf Nov.) 
The Canadian C~lorle Counters 
meet every Tuesday 7 p.m. at 
the Thornhlll Elementary 
School. New membsrs welcome 
from Terrace and Thornhill. 
For further Information phone 
635-5486 or 635-7425. 
C.ommunlty Education Services 
requires Instructors for a 
var!ety of programs tarting In 
January. If Interested Ir 
teaching a class please contact 
Frances Long. School Board 
635.4931. 
PARENTS IN CRISIS 
Are you making your own life 
and your children's miserable? 
Do you constantly yell at your 
children, or hit them, or find It 
hard to control your angry 
feelings toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely con- 
fidenflal. 
Phone Ma~:y or John 635~4419 
Jane 638-8302 
What's Happening in Terrace 
BI-monthly meeting of Beta- 
Omega Chapter of Beta Sigma 
Phi, are held at 8:00 p.m. 1st 
and 3rd Tuesdays of every 
month. Anyone Interested may 
phone Anne Twidle at 635-4694. 
Rebecca Lodge - Meeting every 
2nd and 4th Wednesday of the 
month, 8:00 p.m. a t  various 
homes. 
B.P.O.E. • Regular bingo - 
Wednesday night at Elk's Hall. 
Skeena Health Unit ' 3215 Eby 
Street, are having their Pre- 
Natal classes starting another 6 
week course. " 
1. Coming Events 
Golden Rule: Odd jobs for thti 
Jobless. Phone 635.4535. 3238 
Kalum. (ctf) 
. . . .  Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
Terrace Chess Club Is looking starting at 1:30 p.m. 
for new players. Everybody, - Thornhill Baby Clinic every 
Including beginners, are 2nd & 4th Friday at the Com. 
welcome to attend, munlty Centre from 1:30.4:00 
Games and Instruction are p.m. 
every Wednesday at 7:00 p.m. - Adult Clinics. Man. Wed. & 
et the Terrace Swimming Pool Frl., from 3:00. to 4:00 p.m. 
Board Room. For Information - V.D. Clinic • 3:00 p.m. every 
Phone Joe at 635.5419 (otf) Man. & Thurs. 
Loyal Order of Moose Lodge' No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every 2nd and 4th Thur- 
sday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635.6641. (ctf) 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 8 
In the Skeena Health Unlt. For 
more Information phone 635- 
2847 or 635.3023. 
Kermoda Four Wheelers 
N~tlngs 1st Wednesday of each 
month at e p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inn. For 
further Information phone 635. 
3442. 
The Minus One Club will hold 
their regular dance In the 
Sandman. Inn on Saturday Nov. 
12. 
All single, widowed, divorced 
or seperatecl persons 25 years 
and over are welcome. 
For further Information call 
635-9649 or 635-2094, 
Nutrition classes will be held 
Nov. 9-16-23-30th In the St. 
Matthews Anglican Church. 
basement starting at 7:00 to 9. 
Everyone is welcome that Is 
Interested In learnlhg how to 
prepare good nutritious main 
course meals with out using 
Nk~tlng . Terrace B.P.O.E. meat, plus how to make dlf- 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third ferent breads and salads. 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. There Is a registration fee of 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
Weight Watchers meeting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
LazeIle Avenue. 
The Terrace Church of God will 
host a wesk.end Revival the 
lath thru 20th of November at 
7:30 p.m. Billy J. Rayburn will 
be the guest speaker. The 
Church Is located et 3341 River 
Drive. For Information call 
Pastor R. L. White at 636.1561. 
rSkes~ District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
alumina of a Land Ranger 
Company in the Thornhlll area. 
Glrlsbetween the ages of 14 and 
18who are Interested please call 
635-3061 or 638-1269 (elf) 
$15.00. (nc4) 
Order of the Royal Purple. 
Novelty bake sale Saturday 
Nov. 19 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Elks 
hall corner of Sparks and Park. 
Donuts and • coffee 50 cents. 
(ctf-Nov.19) 
Joan Humphrey, well known 
Terrace weaver and batik 
artist, will lead a Batik on 
Paper workshop November 14 
and 15 In the Terrace Library 
Arts Room. 
The workshop, which will run 
from 7 to 10 p.m. both evenings, 
will teach a limit of 15 students 
how to make Christmas cards, 
wrapping paper and framed 
batiks. 
The $8.00 registration fee 
covers all materials and the 
deadline for registration Is 
November 10th. The workshop 
is sponsored by the Terrace Art 
Association. For more in. 
formation phone 635.2964 or 
.write 4711 Tuck Ave., Terrace, 
B.C. 
A general meeting for the 
Progressive Conservative 
Association of Skeena on 
Sunday November 13 at 2 p.m. 
at the Terrace Little Theatre 
Building 3625 Kalum. For 
Information call 638-1652 
The Terrace Art Association 
wil l  be sponsoring a pre- 
Christmas sale of arts and 
crafts on Dec. 4, If there is 
sufficient Interest on the part of 
local artists-and crafts people. 
Any group, Individual, or 
organization Interested Ir 
having a display or booth should 
phone 635.7562 or 635.4395 before 
~: Nov. I, or write the Terrace Art 
' : : .  Auoclatlo'l, Box 82, Terrace. 
1. Coming Events 34. For Rent .  'Misc. 
BIG BAN D DA'R-CE 
Plan to attend. 
Terrific Music. 
Great Fun. 
Good Food. 
Skeena Junior High Gym. 
Dec. 3 9 p.m..  la .m.  
Tickets Available: 
Terrace Sight & Sound 
Upland Grocery 
Table & Party Reservation 
Call Ted Gough 
635.2428 
14. Business Personal 
I 
PIANO TUNING 
CALL  635-4080 
RAYBYFIELD 
for appointment 
(ce-14) 
Ceramics by Pearl 
r 
Work Shop. Call 635.3854 for 
further Information. 
(ctf-feb 14-78) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Refrlgeratlve Co~traotlng and 
household repairs. Phone 635. 
:5876 or 638-1231. (ctf) 
ABLE ELECTRIC LT0 
Class A Electrical Contracting. 
Free Eslmates. Phone 635.8814 
or 638-1231. (ctf) 
Webb Refrigeration 
4623 SOUC i E 635-2188 
@ 
Authorized 
Service Depot 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
[otf) 
- -  i - -  I I I 
19. Help Wanted 
EXPANDING CANADIAN OIL 
COMPANY needs dependable 
person who can work without 
supervision. Earn $14,000 per 
year plus bonus. Contact 
customers around Terrace. We 
train. Write A. B. Dick, 87 West 
Drive, Brampton, Ont. L6T 2J6. 
(c410) 
ESTIMATOR SALESPERSONS 
'REQUIRED FOR 
NORTHWEST TH E RM-ATTIC 
INSULATORS LTD. 
Male or female - 
Full or pert time • 
Ideally suited for ambitious 
persons who are seasonally 
employed and who wish to be 
productive In the off.season. 
Work your own hours, days or 
evenings. 
Commissions based'on sales. 
For Interview call COLLECT, 
Lou Vennler or Bill Smith at 
627.7388, PRINCE RUPERT. 
(c5.15) 
Urgently require two qualified 
Chrysler Mechanics. Top 
salary and benefits paid. Write 
resume to the attention of E.P. 
Siemens, Gen. Mgr., 508 George 
St., Prince George, B.C. (c4.9) 
HELP WANTED: Royal Bank, 
Terrace requires an ex- 
perlencedteller. Please contact 
Mal Stokes In person at 4640 
Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. (c5. 
11) 
SUNDANCE 
FAMILY TRAMPOLINES 
Your No. 1 investment In year 
round tun & fitness for the whole 
family. ( Indoor preschool' 
models are now available.) The 
Ideal Xmas glftl 
5undance Trampolines are 
weatherproof, compact far 
storage, maintenance free & 
fully guaranteed. 
Phone or write Sundance 
right away for free brochures. 
SUNDANCE TRAMPOLINES 
• 1358r-- S EYMOU R ST. 683-4333 
VANCOUV ER, B.C. VGB 3P5 
500 egg Incubator, 1 propane 
brooder, 1 electric brooder. 
Phone 635.5779 (c3-8) 
Short of Good Quality Hay? 
Try dehydrated alfalfa pellets. 
17 percent protein In bulk or 
hogs. .  
FOR RENT 
COMMERCIAL 
STORAGE S PACE 
Do you require extra storage 
space ? 
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY 
~HEATED PREMISES 
~ Regularly patrolled 
•Centrally located 
• REASONABLE RATES 
CALL 635.6357 
For further details 
Monday to Friday 
Ask for BILL 
I • 
38 Wanted - Misc.  
Elderly women to babysit In my 
home or at home. Phone 635. 
2404 (p3.9) 
41. Mach inery  for Sale 
WANTED: Wood chipper for 8 
to 12" lo0s, also high speed 
Recovery Planer. Wrlte: D. 
Brubaker, Lesquetl Is., B.C. 
(CI0-15) 
• 14. Room & Board 
Excellent supplement for feed 
ration for dairy caflle, beef ' ROOM and Board available. 
cattle, sheep, swine, horses. Preferably male. 638.1571. (PS. 
We also sell suncured alfalfa 
pellets. 
e )  
47. Homes for  Rent 
Paddle Valley Products Ltd. FOR RENT: Three bedroom 
Box 508 
upper house, carpet. Close to 
Mayerthorpe, Alberta Skeena school. Available 
Phone (403) 786.2702 
(c3-8) November 30th. Phone 635. 
2643 (2-8) 
FOR SALE: 2 G.M.C. studded 
snow tires with 5 hole rims, like 
new condition. $40.00 each. 
Phone 635.2748. 1 two brush 
flour polisher $15.00. Phone 635- 
2748 (p2-9) 
HOMES FOR RENT: Small 
two bedroom furnished home 
for rent S200. per month. View 
at 4512 Lazelle Ave. Phone 635. 
2680 (c1-10) 
48. Suites for  Rent 
EGG CAN ST ILL  BE  USED 
If you crack open an egg FOR RENT: 3 bedroom 
and notice a tiny blood spot apartment o rent with frldge 
in it, don't be alarmed, the and stove $185. per month. • 
~ ot is harmless and can be Phone 635.7502 or 638.1646 (pS. ted out. ' 12)  . ,., ,. 
I 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, InvesflBato the advantages of this rent-to. 
own plan. All monies peld apply to purchase. Why tie up 
your cash or borrowing power. Ist and Isst monlhs rent and 
drive away. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 36 month  lease 
78 F 250 pickup 78 Econoline Van 78 C 100 Cbev pu 
$148.00 per month $136.00 per month $129.00 per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
S2,175.00 SI,975.00 $1,875.00 
or simply return or simply return or simply return 
78 Camaro HT 78 Zephyr Sedan- 78 Dodge Van 
$139.00 per month $124.00 per month $129.00 per month 
lease end price lease end price lease end price 
$2,025.00 51,825.00 S1,875.0Q 
or simpl~ return or simpl~ retur_n or simply return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 78 F150 4 x 4 78 Olds (~u-tlass 
$99.00 per month 8155.00 per month $139.00 per month 
lease end price lease end pricq lease end price 
$1400.00 $2,275.00 S2,028.00 
or  simply return or simply return or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-R iCHARDS COLLEC1 
987-71 I I  
BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1150 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.0N79A 
i1~.o ~ o.M~.o 4111.o1~1, O ,mlBHr)~<~l .  O~1,~1 .~1.o411 
"100K" 
As  low as  $200.00 youcan buy a 14'wide 
i mobile home - t#r.nished - set up and delivered., 
32. Bicycles, Motorcyc les  ~ " ' ~'~ 
j ~q.HU RRY!  . " 
FOR SALE: 1971 Kawasecki 
~0Tra, bike. Just rebut,. ,00 | Phone Mr.  16orge - collect 434-9175 
or best offer and 410 shot gun. ! Phone 635.5970 (c4,8) 
• , /o , l l .¢ )4 iD(  ) ~cHi . ( )~c) , i , (~O4~o.~ 
33. For Sa le -  Misc. 
Local grass fed beef raised 
without antibiotic hormone, or 
chemical growth stimulants. 
Phone 635.3380 (c5.15) 
FOR SALE: Must sell 1 
dishwasher whir lpool  
deluxe, 1 electric range, 
Kenmore, Ceram Ic top, 40". 
Phone 638.1896 after 6 p.m. 
(C5.12) 
FOR SALE: Gold Nuggets at 
1Oc, 25c, S0c. MIn. order 85.00. 
All orders C.O.D. Complete, 
setlsfactlon er money refunded. 
• Wm. W, Lei'kln 
Canyon View 
Placer Mines 
Rock Creek, B.C. 
(c15.21) 
I%%%%%%%%?•%%'o%','eT•'.'*'*'e'o'o %' .%%_%'* '• 'e '• 'o '•  • • • %'• ' . 'e '• ' . ' • 'e ' J  • • • • • •"  • • ° • • "•"  • o~l  • • • ~.# 
F0R SALE 
All are experienced cars and trucks. Must be in the 
hands of consumers by the end of November. 
1975 Chevelle Mallbu Coupe 
1974 Vega Hatchback Coupe 
1975 G.M.C. a/4 Ton Pickup 
1973 Chev Belalr 2 Door 
Hard Top 
1973 Pontiac Hard Top 
Catellna 
1975 Ford Grand Torino 
1974 Datsun B 210 Coupe 
1975 Ford 3/4 Ton Pickup 
1965 Ford Station Wagon 
1971 Toyota Mark II 
1975 Cid's Omega Hatchback 
1975 Pontiac Venture 
Hatchback 
1973 Chev Value Van 
1969 Farlane Station Wagon 
1966 Chev Impale Hard Top 
1967 G.M.C. 1/~ Ton Pickup 
1969 13V2' Travel Tral(er 
22' River Boat 
ev2' Van Guard Camper 
1974 Dodge Club Cab 
No reasonable offer refused. 
Copper Mountain Enterprise Ltd. 
3026 Hwy. 16 East • 
635-4373 
DL 00605A 
. ;o .%%%%%%%%.. . , .o . , -e . , . , ,  • %%%-, .o . , . , . . . o  • • ? ,%%%. , .• -• - . .o . i . , .o  • o • • ,  • • • o o ,  • • .e .o .• .• .• .o .• .e .• .• .o  . . . . ,  ~.~...~`~...~`..%.~.~.~*~•%%.~...•`~.•~.•~..`.~.~.~%.~.~.*;.%.%%.;•.;%%'~;•;•;~;~;•;~.~.; 
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48. Suites for  Rent 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apt. for 
rent. Frldge and stove $125. 
Westerhof Apt. New Rein© 
(Nelson Rd.) Phone 635.6904 
(c3.10) 
t HILLSIDE LODGE ] 4450 Llffle Avenue l 
Sleeping rooms, housekeeplng~ 
units, centrally located. Fully ! 
urnished. Reasonable rates by| 
y or week. Non-drlnkersJ 
ly. Phone 635-6611. (cff) J 
MI LLS MEMORIAL 
' THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate any 
donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household Items, 
toys etc. for their THRIFT 
' Shop. 
For pick.up service phone 
635.5320 or 635-5233, or leave 
donations at thl) Thrift shop on 
Lazelle Avenue on Saturdays 
between lh00 a.m. and 3:00 
).m. Thank you. (CTF) 
Glinton Manor J 
:urnlshed or unfurnished studio i 
or 1 bedroom apartments. I 
security enterphone. Sauna. I
635-3941 i 
. . . . . .  638-1032 | 
KALUMGARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for rent,• 
some with basement and car- 
port, private entrance and 
patio. To view see full time 
caretaker at Apt. No.8 on Scdt 
Ave east of Kalum or phone 635- 
4841. (off) 
I l l l  
48. Suites fo r  Rent 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
dew 1, 2 and 3 bedroom suite 
for rent. Frldge, stove, drapes, 
:arpet, recarea, sauna and pool 
table, with security en- 
rerpohone and elevator. Ab. 
~olutely no pets. 
(ct,f) 
3 bedroom row housing suites. 
.Full hasement, 11/3 baths, I/2 
.block from schools. 3 min. walk 
from town. Suitable for" 
families. $250 per month. 6 
months lease. Apply suite 118, 
3530 Kalum. (ctf) 
K,EYSTON E COURT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2. 4603 Scott. One 
two and three bedroom part. 
ments. Laundry & Storage 
srea. Near schools arc 
downtown. . Clean, quiet 
poclous, security lock-up an(: 
etroh 
635-S224 
ctf) 
49 Homes for  Sale 
HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 bedroom 
on 1/2 acre Bronse Island. 
Reasonably priced $21,500 
• Phone 635-3269 (p4.11) 
QUEENSWAY AREA 
Carriers for 
Daily Herald 
required 
immediately. 
Extra earnings. 
PHONE, 636-6361 
ATTENTION 
SUBSCRIBERS 
The daily herald will be 
published in the aflernOoi 
beginning Hov, 14, 1977, 
Copies will be available ' 
at your favorite newsianl 
bit mid afternoon, 
Carrier service will be 
late afternoon, 
Thank you for your 
patronage. 
the daily hera!d 
636-6357 
49 Homes for  Sale 
HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 Bedroom 
house~ VVall to wall carpet, full 
basement, gas heat, close to 
school and town. Drive by 4921 
Park or phone for appelntment 
635-7382 or 635.7594 (f.m.w 
lmth) 
FOR SALE: By owner 3 
bedroom house In Thornhlll. 
Extras Include rec room, 
separate laundry, room with 
washer and dryer, workshop, 
carport and sundeck. Priced In 
low 20's phone 635.6606. (pl.8) 
57. Automobi les  
FOR SALE: 1969 Ford Galaxl 
500. AsklngS750. Goodshape. 
Phone 635.6606. (pl-8) 
Exceptionally beautiful cal 
fully loaded 1971 Nova Super 
Sport. Two classics, original 
finish, 55 Chevl Nomads. Phone 
637-5603 (c1-8) 
FOR SALE: 73 Fordplckup 250, 
300 cu. In. engine, cenope, 
automatic. $1950. Phone 635. 
6636 (c3-10) 
FOR,SALE: 1911 Vega 4spend. 
Good condition. Bills to prove 
recent work done. 635.4844 (p3. 
9) 
FOR SALE: 1963 Jesp. Phone 
635-7901 evenings. (c7.13) 
FOR SALE: 1"973 'Ventura 
Sprint Hatchback ~50.4 speed. " 
Lots of options. Good condition 
$2,800 Phone 635.3309 (p3.e) 
- T 
I , ! 
• 57. Automobi les  ~ o 
I 
1968 Dodue Polare, 1969 
Plymouth Sports Satellto. 
Phone 635.3526 or 63,5;6880 (p7-9) 
1976 W 924 Kenwbrth Loguing 
truck with new electric scales 
additional parts end a¢. 
cessorles. 4' Fontoln sliding 5th 
wheel. Phone 849.5349 (c7.9) . 
FOR SALE: 1972 Ford F1004x4 
low mileage, rebuilt motor, S 
new radial tires. AJklng S3,S00 
Pho~o 635-4295 otter 6 p.m. (pS- 
11) 
1955 Kenworth Dump Truck had 
a lot of work clone on It and a lot. 
of oxtra parts. Rear ondo end a 
box and lots of oxtrea. Wi l l  
except a fair new pickup or van 
as down paymmt. Alzo 9VJ'. 
Vanguard Camper and e 1966 
G.M.C. Needs I~lnt lob. Only 
57,000 mile on pickup. Abe 
cedar shakes and blanks. Phons 
635-9393 (p5-11) 
i 
1970 KS Blazer 4 x 4. Caii al~er S 
p.m. 63S.$107. (P 5.8) 
FOR SALE: 1972 Toyota p;ckup 
with canopy and tape deck, 
$1,s0o or best offer. Phone 635- 
3153 (p5.10) 
I 
FOR SALE: 1974 GMC 4X4. 
Contact Lee 638-1098 after 6 
p.m. (p3.8) 
0LASSlFIED 
HATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less 82.00 per In- 
sertion, over 20 words 5 cents 
.per word. 
3or more consecutive insertions 
$1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds attar ed 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd In. 
sertlon. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS= 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
1~ates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE:: ~ '.'~/ 
22 cen~ "CUr kgat~ ~li~e~!, ' -;~ 
Mtnimum "charge $5:00;per 
Insertion. " ,  
LEGAL - PoLITiCAL AND 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
53.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line par month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 deys prior; to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: . 
1:00 p;m. day pr;or fo 
publication day. 
Service charge of 3S.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
$5.00 production charge for 
wedding and.or .engagement 
pictures. News of weddings 
(write-ups) received one month 
or more after event $10.00 
charge, with or wlthout picture. 
Sublect fo condensation. 
Payable In advance. 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements 5.50, 
Marriages 5.S0 
Deaths 5.50 
Funerals 5.SO 
Cards of Thanks 5.50, 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
PHONE 635.6357 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
SUBSCRI PT ION RATES 
Ef fect ive October 1, 1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r  mth  3.00 
By Car r ie r  year 36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Ma i l  6 mth  22.00 
By Ma i l  year  40.00 
Senior Cit izen year 20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America I year 
51.00. 
Box399, Terrace, B.C. 
VgG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112-604-635.6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & Dlsfrlct 
Thornhlll & Dlstrlct 
Phone 63S.6357 
57, Automobi le  s ' 1 "~ 
"COLLECTOR'S ITEM" 
19M Chovrolot Impala 
Super Sport. This Vlntoge car I| 
rn immeculshl cendltion and 
:or°as edUll~ed with P.S., P.B., 
co°so!e, stick shift, 283 cu. in,  
snowtires etc. S1400.00 O,B.O. i 
Phone 638.1449 otter S p.m. (¢7- 
9) 
FOR SALE: 1976 Short I~x 
GMC 4x4 pickup. Excellent 
condltiml. Phone63S.2J52 (p4.8) 
The following equlpmest to be 
sold on an as is hosls. 
1969 Hayes Off.Highway" Log 
Truck and 40 ton 1969 Page & 
Page Trolior. 
1969 Hayes Logging Truck and 
20ton 1969 Page & Page Troller. 
1956 Hayes Logging Truck. 
1976 Ford FI00 Pickup.. 
1972 Ford ~ ton Pickup. 
1970 GMC ~, ton Pickup. 
Phone Wayne Gaunt 635.4951 
(c4.B) 
58. ~ob i le  I-Iomcs 
FOR SALE: Must sell, ~x,l,l foot 
trailer with [ooy shack: Set up 
in Timberland Trailer Park. 
$4,000. Phone John 63.5.5850 or
635-7324 (p10.10) " 
FOR SALE MOBILE HOME: 
1976.64 ft. mobile home, fenced 
with lawn, vegetable and flower 
garden, metal shed located on 
lot No. 70 In Terrace Trailer 
Court. Phone ~1S.4~ after S 
p.m; (c6-13) . 
r 67. Services 
Terrace Little Thestre 3625 
Kalum st. will rent their lounge 
4or Adult or Children's .Xmes 
Party's. Good kitchen and bar 
facilities available. Moderate 
Rates. Phone Molly Nattress 
635.2048 (c10-14) 
68: Legal 
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" "  * $700 million debt in,store for BCR 
NOTICE OF VANCOUVER (CP)  - -  Ruppenthal's outlook, INCREASE NEEDS BCR " by 2000, as long. as tax not BCR's sole problem,: SUBSTANTIAL 
• COMPLETION British Columbia Railwayis presented on .behalf of the While BCR s operating anu economic figures Being almost totally 
ForAddltlonsandAIteretloos taring at the prospectof a railway, was the blaskest proflt would grow as high as _re_ma.in_~. the same realm, dependent on the foreslry 
to MILLS MEMORIAL phenomenal $700 million since the commission began ~9 million with the Use, the . ' induslry .. and othe~ 
HOSPITAL, Terrace, B•C• debt  by...tJ~, end of .the its inquiry in March this rai lway's rolling stock 
To whom it may concern, century e lm ~'on ~emon year . .  , needs would increase to ~38 Ruppenthal, assisted tn railroads, Ruppenthal said 
the presentation by he knows of no other railway" The following contract has line is kept operational nd -., . . . . . . . . . . .  - - -  mllllon 
J~ i~ i l ,  D / I~Ax l I~A1,L J  r 1 been declared SUB. the Crown railway proceeds "If BCR wa- ~ _ .~ - . . . .  Professor W. G. Waters and as much contrained as BC~ 
STANTIALLY COMPLETED. ,u~;tk o ,,,~,,, sa ,~,  . . . .  s a pnvaze nupponznasegreea centre student Thomas is. 
Paving Contract th~nnt  ~nn l  ~,,nM;ta ,~  • company, instead of a royal northeast coal development Keast, said finances Were The inquiry continues. 
By Northwest Black Top as of ,,-',.,~',.',, ~',,'7~',.~-~o--.:":',~,.": commission hearing we is not an attractive 
November 2, 1977. . was told Wednesday. . ould presently he in a pro iUon for the railway. 
Dave's Plumbing & Heating - - . .ba.,kruptcy court--and the AnaTaylor  said the figures 
Site Services Dr ~r.~l ~un,,onthol discussion ~rnigntht take the leave one wondering why 
As ot December 17, 1976 director'o"f"tl~" e~re ~o'r direction that losses should coal development plans are 
Thompson, Berwlck Transportation Studies at be wiped-out and BCR proceeding. 
Pratt& Partners the Unive,~ih, n fnc  ooaa should,  beg in -a -new, '  _~ . _ 
. Architects . •  - - - , - , F ,  . v . . *%, - - .p  ~.~ l~nzh~snfko l  oo ;a  ~,~ counsel uooz3e 
Pacific Coast Industries Ltd. z~ was . . . . . .  prooaoly ule most --,q,e,- . . . . . . . . . . .  Cummu~ accused'Lay]o.," ..f ^ 
melancnoly report ne has . . . . .  "rollin,, u,, l o -~- -o  and Construction Manager. made fie agreeu With corn- ~ z, ~,~ 6o 
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE ,, , ,  is his career, but mission counsel Mar t in  swabbmg the, ~s~s with 
MECHANICS LIEN ACT it s well for the people to _ melancholy.' know whet the ,.,~oll*;,~a Taylor, however, that BCR (cT,W.Th) , " . . . . . . . . .  debts c-n't be w . . . . . .  ~'s face ~t..,~e ~ had e WET a~SS~[NT m~s S~nU End omer 
are - - these  enormous  . . . .  _u . . . .  ,v~p~ ou(. Cumming questioned SCr~..~'m~mm~M0m,m~L..unms~uoU~m~r~ We'lla~2v~ 
• numbers, u,-,~ h,,,,~,, h . ,  , . . , . . . _ .  Taylor s comparmon of 
• ' ALL COPIES SOLD ,-,y~ . . . .  ,,--,.,.,,;:r - , - , , -  projected losses with ' FREE ESTIMATE Fb. 563  6784------- rrh~ fm.v~nef m,~nme 9~1 n~e [aely worn  snow-up on nrasent-dav budaet • TORONTO (CP) A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ... ow- 
Canad ian  pub l i sh ing  eentofthel~ovmeialhu~et . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . , ppe tha~rs~id • some other prownc,el signs but Ru n 
company has announced wi l l  be needed to prop up governmen~ v-,once sneer, lamr that the two can be Western 0ouroto Waterproofing 
that a11135 copies of the first BCR by the end of tl~ - compared ~)rovided con- (Prinem ~nrn-,1 ! 4A 
ditions remain constant. He $1,000 book ever produced century, provided B.C.'s Ta~!or asked whether it is 
by the company have been - economic ondition and tax a valid hope f0r B.C. thatthe agreed the forecast means 
sold to Canadian book- rate remain constant. United Statos'goveroment 20 per cent of the provincial 
sellers. The book, a limited might bail-out BCR b~. budget will he needed for 
edition of Tom Thomson: The royal commission sinking capital into a rail ' • 
the Silence and the Storm, was told how the $700 million link to Alaska. But Rup-- 
hes a numbered, . signed f igurealmestequaiseurrent ponthalsaid the idea was a  uction Sale lithographportrait of Tom. provincial revenue from "dream, not a hope." ' , ,d~ 
Thomson by Harold Town, a personal income tax, and b 
co-author. $300 million more than the He also said while mineral 
- WORKS EXHIBITED total revenue the govern- finds are possible, unless 
ment now receives in taxes there is a faster method TORONTO (CP) --  . 
, -- from mmin forestr -developed for owm trees Almost 10 yea .  work of .g' y, ,, . g" g , Hen ,  Nov ,  14 
Halifax artist ~'.~rnld corporate income and out of rock say", then 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ext  . . . . . . . .  Fer~uson i~ hein~r e~hihih~d eorporam capzlal taxes. • . ra. iores(ry [raz[lC Is 
. . . . . . . . . . .  ° ' -  . . . . . . .  Jmprooable Tues ,  Nov ,  15  • a t -~e Art  Gallery of On- ~ . . . .  , u,-~ , . . . . I . . .^ 
tar io The show, wh ich  . . . . .  ,, ,,,,,,1, IN, ,  , ,~ 
, , _  :- ' , ._,  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  alternative of axing the Ruppenthal  produced " / IPM 
1968 to the nresent, was los.mgFort.Nelsone:xte~ion data showing needed ad- 
organized by {lie Dalhousie aria scrapp..~g c os~!~ plans ditional funds climbing to 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  mr a new -he to me nor- ~20 million by 2000 with a ,q~ ua ,  ery in ~ova ~coua . . . 
and will last th,',,u-~, r~ theast, Ruppenthal sa~d link from Anzac to coal 
, , ,~ .  ~1 CR would still lose $~0 fields, compared to $630 
. . . . . . . . . .  t r a i n  • • o by the year 2000. million w~thout the link. 
• • ' j 
rdl  dlOl Zoo to, join aquarium " " '  
Modern & AMiquo Furnltere Frldgas & Stoves 
NOT/CTETROs VA3(COUVER (CP) - -  A The integration of the " Large sale~on of new tools Chesterfields exbt i -g  ki l ler whale ]~x)l Coleur T.V.'s Chrome ~SulIt , 
• lS-year plan to unite Van- aquarium and the zoo would and dolphins wi l l  move mto Hall Stands Marble Wash Stands 
IN THE MATTER OF THE couver Pub l ic  Aquar ium be completed within the the l)oo] now used by the Jug & Bowl Sets China & Glass . .t 
ESTATE OF FRANK CARL, and the Stanley Park Zoo heundanes of the present belugas. . Selection of clocks including grandfather clock " '• 
CUGLIETTA, formerly 6f ' into one big aquatic garden facLUtles~ththe addition of . N ewm_ans..a~:,d:t..~tthe~ Ls Large drill press box and open end wrenches 
Terrace, B.C. ' . ~d~ a new wbale pool was one str ip of park land ,, .,©cu pu~mm~y mac ~ . Socket sets Y, & ~ d,lvo • 
unveiled Wednesday by the measuring 200 by 200 feet. er whales wi l l  produce Sows, Spooloofropa, Many more ltems too numerous to menflon. Sublest to' 
• - Yancouver Public AI  [ Creditors and othqrs having AnmnH,m A~qn,,i,,*~nn . ..~OUgh much of the offspring and therefore a r - - - - - . -q  - -  doloetions 
claims against he above EMate - :=---  ;_--~- . . . . . . . . . . .  exmung zoo blacktop wi l l  be much larger pool is needed. [ I tem.s I ~1 T &--addition I are required to send full par- Asaoelauon president replaced .h~. duck ponds, the '['he aquarium association I ,~ia . I - - - -  • 
tlcul~rs of such claims to la r ry  Dampier to ldapress  zoo  exhJbzis such as the is self-sup.porting and" I Where | nmrTr ,  Inspectlfems [ 
Dampiersmd'thethehopes:  . |  !s,.A$. I , i .... " ~] ' J [ J~  ~ ' ..... IINbre biddino, "~ ,C'~;a~pton & erowm "46S8 conference at theaquarJum polar  bears, pea- ins ,  and the association wi l l  be able | us I . . . .  [ 
Laz~lle Avenue, .. Terrace, that the i)lan rep~sents a otters wi l l  remain. The new to raise the new capita] m T T l 1 Final. I 
British Colu mbla, on or before "aew spirit of cooperation" whale pool, th.,~ee times the All Sales i 
the 1st day of January, 1978, between the aqua~um: and she of the present one ~J]  funds requh'ed, but there is " ' 1 • I : 
after which date the assets of the parks board which is he on the north side Of the aiso~epossibnlty of capital Ter race  no e 
the. said Estate wll! ~ .responsible for the zoo. area, overlooking Van- grants trom government r ' 
departments such as federal distributed, having regero on;y - . . . . . . . . .  L_ ~. • -- --couver harbor i 
to the claims that have been ..,,tquar~um rector ur.  . " " " fisheries. . / 
-. . . . . .  murray r, ewman said the The pool will be fronted by 
rff~fflWU. " ' __ .  aquarium's share of the a rock escarpment so that 
SHARON CUGLiETTA, Ad. p!an.would ~robab!y~cost L~ple in the park will see ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
mm,mrmor . . . .  aoou~ T~ million, ouc no the whales' fins above the 
CRAMPTON'-EROWN ' ,  def , | to  cost estimates have natural rock. The beluga A T T E N D  Tim--"- 
5ollcltors for the Estate , . yet been made• •' whales w~ be moved tothe ClHIUIECll 
" - OF  YOUR C l lO lC i  
• . . SALVATION THIS 
~ L::;;;a;~Yi:,v;; "B ARBllY UX  LEBOARDS Lieutenant Jack Strickland. , DAY  
4637 Wa Ish 
& 44s'wm 11: O0 Morning Workshop 
-"'31 ' ' "  7:30 Evening Services 
Nk)n, Cottage Meeting 7:30 
Wed• Home League 7:30 
Sat. Youth Group 7:30 
I 
6lye 
Terraoe 
STABILITYZ 
RE-ELECT 
I 
I T .  MAT I rN lW' l  UPLANDS 
ANGLICAN BAPTIST CHURCH 
• CHURCH Pastor D.K..ale 635.939s 
Corner of Halliwoll 
4726 Lazelle Ave.. 635.9019 and N. Thomas 
Sunday Services: 10:00 a.m. -Bible Teaching 
10:00 a.m. Church School & Sunday School 
Adult Dlscusslon 11:00 a.m. Morning Worship 
11:00 a.m. Holy Communlon Service 
for the family 7:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 
Mlnlster6~  Study . 
Rev. Lance Stephens. 635.58SS Weds. 5:00 Home Bible Studies 
Rev. Stuphen Incus . 635.2416 "You are Welcome at Uplands" 
I 
MINNONITE TERRACE 
BRETHRMN ALL IANCE " 
CHURCH CHURCH 
3406 Ehy Street 635.3015 Pastor Roy Taylor 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
10:00 a.m. Sunday School" 
11:00 a.m. Family Worship 
Service 
Sunday 9:4S - Bible School 
11:00 a.m.. Morning Worship 
7:15 p.m. • Evening Service 
Wed. 7:30 p.m.. Bible Study & 
Prayer 
TALSTRA, Jack 
CNUICN 
o .  OOD 
~1~ RiverOrivo 
Terrace, B.C. 
Rev. R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday S;hool 10:00 a.m. 
i ZION BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
Car. Sparks & Kaith 
Poster: Paul Mohninger 
Office 635.2407 
Home 635.5309 
P INT ICOITAL  
TA IE I I IACL I  
4(47 Lazello Ave. 
Paster M. Kennedy 
Office 635,2634 Home 63S.5356 
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Sunday Evening 7:15 p.m. 
Bible Study Wed. 7:30 p.m. 
• Youth Night Thurs. 7:30 p.m. 
I IIB I III 
CHRIST 
LUTHERAN 
CHURCH 
Car. Sperks S t |  Perk Ave. 
Roy. Roll Nosterud 635.Se82 
Morning Service 11:00 a.m. 
Church School 9:4S a.m. 
Sunday School, Confirmation ~ 
You*h and Adult Clessas 
Sunday School 9:45 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
I I  
EVANGELICAL KNOX UNITED CHRISTIAN SACRED HEART 
FREE CHURCH CHURCH REFORMED PARISH 
Car. Park Ave. and Sparks St. 4907 Lazelle Ave. CHURCH 4a30 Streume Ave. Terrece. 
Roy. W.H. Totem Minister Roy. Dave Martyn " Pbone:&lS.3512. . 
3302 Sparks Street 635.5115 Sparks St. at Straume Ave. Sunday Masses 
Roy. S. Van Daalon 8:15 a.m. ' ~ 
" Sunday School Sunday School • Terrace 10 a.m. 10:15 a.m. 
9:4b Sunday School Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. Sunday School. Remo 2:30 p.m. 11:30 a.m. : 
11:00 Morning Workshop Under 12 11:00 a.m. 11:00 a.m. Worship Service 7:30 p.m. 
7:15 Evening Services Worship Service 11:00 a.m S:00 p.m.Worshlp Service ' 
.!.~ ..... ........... ...................................................... m 
...... ..~..~.~..~.%.~.~.~.~..~:~:~:~..~:~.~:~:~.~:~:~:~.~.~:~.~:~.~.~.~.~.~.~:~:~:~:~.~.~.~.~.~.~:~:~:.:.....:.x.:.:.:.:::...::...~..:.:..::::..::..........:.....:..:::.:.:.:..........:.:.:..:..:......:....:........:..:::::.: 
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Reds go Intermediate 
~:  by Jullette Proem Another defeneeman has Both Cocnrane and 
Herald Sports Writer _ .been added to the team. Frenette will give up 
,: Three new players will be Dale Kushner is quite ex- pos~itions held on Terrace 
• in uniform when the Reds perieneed and is a strong Commercial League teams. 
'~ ~'~ ( ' - - ' - -  make their first appearance skater. Approaching 30, his 
. . . .  ~ ~ as an intermed,ate level- age will balance out the playersTW° with°f thethe RedsY°Ungerwi]l 
~. : ' : '~ , ,~ ,~, ,~-~.  . . . . . . . .  team in Pacific Northwest youthful bent of the team. 
i ! ,return to the Minor Hockey Hockey League action Art Frenetto, a veteran League. Bruno Hidbur and 
~!  ~ Saturday night, forward of the PNWHL will 
also be dressed for Saturday Troy Farkvam, both 14 
• Fordie Cochrane has been night's game against the ~ old, will leave the 
. ~ releived of coaching duties . ~mithers Totems. Frenette ' 
S ~ but will play for the Reds as was among the top 10 Red L'Estrange, general 
f:'~:i' ~ a defenceman. Cochra ne ~orers of the league when manager and new coach of 
made no comment on the he played for Prince Rupert the team, said "we're sad to 
~.-~:~!i:i! "~ : • :~ _ change, last.season, lose them." 
New Business 
/: i:/:, Not  l isted in our ~,~ ~.,, • 
B.C. Tel Directory. 
~:~ if E. MARR DISTR IgUTORS LTD.  - 638-1761 
~'~i ~-/~' . . . . .  ~::ii'::i: {/~ ACCOUNTING-,38-1761 
,:, 1"lsted 
~ i~:i::i:~:.::~::i: ' '  " V ILLAGEMEATS.  638.1765 
~ :~ ii:?!: .[ /:. TERRACE OIL  BURNER SERVICES.  635.4227 
~/~:~ : : " "~:" :  BOOK NOOK -63S.30111 
...... Here!  :~;/':~' .......... '":" .... i' "::~:,: ~~!i(:i~ ::~:~ : ALL -WEST GLASS-  6~.1166 
~:~, ::~:~ : Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
~~i!~ ~;" ~ ~" "~" "~:~!~:: " • DAI  LY  HERALD 
.::~:~i~'~ ' : ' :~: :  - .  If you wish your  Business 
~ : i  ~::~ Phone listed fo r  your customers Please Call 635-6357 
Instrument pipefitter Lea Homenehuk, an expert snooker player, takes a Mills Memorial Hospital here and stopped by the billiard hall to show his IIIIIIIIIII•IIIIIIMMMIIMI•I•M•IEI•MIMMMMMIMMIMIIIMMI 
shot after an exhibition series of games he played at Terrace Recreation form. He lost games to Rosengren and Ken Dean, but beat local players • " • 
• m Cenbre Tuesday night while local player Dan Rosengren locks on. Rob Kornblum and George Kirby. Those wishing to start asnooker league ~ NOTIOE OF POLL ' 
Homenchuk of Vancouver, who made the Candadlan national snooker are asked toleave their names at the Recreation Centre. 
team which toured the United Kingdom recently, was doing repair work at " . . . . .  
• set.loci. OlSTIIt clr Me. U (lrlntRAca) . • 
• New l~.e.up " Pay schedule made : " g ~- • .-...--,.-, .,.,~ _~- , -v , , ,m, - ,~,~os,  m~ ~Nnmw, m~mmm.~yn~m~cu~amame - 
• m e~ecr|orb ~r  ~#1of f lmly  vot~ wll J  I~  r i~ Iv~d,  in l ! .  . , , :  . . . .  • 
Lions go for NHL entrants : : 
VANCOUVER (CP) --' said Tuesday,,, I want to ' finished second with a 10-6 . MONT.RI~AL.(CP)-- The NHL contract and $5,000 for m . . ~;~ ,. • 
Wide receiver John Sciarra, play all I can. mark, including three ~acional -,dewey League each layer taken in the _m • 
whohasn't played since July Last month ~"; . . . . .  -a straight losses :. a_no representatives of the secon~D~ound a signed tea • cook ~ ~ " ~ 3 ~ 4114 Park Averse ~ m ~ 
' . • . . k~,~1&(~ ;Xt JHA . " • • • * 12, wdl be ,n the Bnt,sh h~ ,.,,,~Mo,.oa i.... ,..-^. Rann also ]s cons,d~,~-'~ canaman Malor Junior contract. • , Tm~,~ ac _" 
Columbia starting lineu[ career'?~t'h~"tl~e ° L~ons usiag"Hugh MeK~']s':'a~ Hockey League l~ve ~ _~ JOHNSON . Elal~eA. 1 '~ 2 ~  m / ~ l A w .  J . ~  i 
Saturday when the Lions ¢; , ;~oa i. . . . . . . . .  t ~.:~ fullback a~ainst the ,reached a compromise to/" a 'Vonm~ would ho r~r , . i r~d ; ' rm B.C. • 
h " " " " ' " ' " "  "~""°~ ~" "'~ ° r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • -~"~'"  oat W, nmpeg Blue Born- ..r^Z . . . .  a :___,.._.. . . . . .  Bombers McKinnis once a evzsed schedule of In nnv ~. fiNN fro. onoh nlnv~r • RON~LLY Lorna MErle TnJMle 2 " ~ SHIM' • • ~ u~V~I lS~U l l l t t t ; t lV l ty  AI.{~ " ' ~ l " - - J  T- ,  . . . . . . . . . .  i . . - j~ -  
bersu! the Wes~rn Football was the CFL's top rookie il l  star with Calgary Stare- paymen~ for players.taken grabbed in the third or later . yem _ B~y ~mlnl~r~r •
~onxerence s mi-final play- 10~= ,eners, was cut last month m me amateur arax[, 11; was rmznde nnd ei.n~d tn , ,nn  • • T4rfec~ B.C. • 
off . . . . .  -- announ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " • • game. - Head coach Vie Ra-- said b.y..Seattle Seahawks of the I ~.ea. we unemay. ,  t rac ts  and  in al~ eases  $5,000 • • 
Sciarraeaughtfivepasses h ^  ~.~:,.,^a -. __~.~f. ,,._ Nauonal Football League. _. najolntstatem.e.nt, Jonn for eaeh 40 games played in • Sum~lvdH~o~md~:. • 
• Qarence MIc~ Elementary School Auditorium, 34~0 SpBrlglSt., Tenllc~ ILC. I in the regular-season pener ~o: '~ , .~z~o~"~. ,  ~ The Lions finished the  e er, ~mf.presia.enc ana the NHL "during the next [] " ' " " . . . . . . . .  
against Calgary Stare- ~a~se~:'a..'~,'-;7":.:~-'7'~- " regular season with LeRoy ~ ~nynowe~m, p~s~aen~ ot four seasons ucceeding the • Tt,w~d, Banm~e ~0 Z Clark ROW, Terr~m, B.C. I 
peders, but suffered a pulled br~nl~ . ,~  mu~u'~;-wou~- Moss at fullback in place of me wesmrn t~an.aaa n~ey players' draft with an over- [[ :~Terrsc~Rml~and Teff~°f Rt~d ~ ~ll~m,VMlr~ ~'W,~ B,C. . " ~--'~ 
. . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . .  ~' . . . . .  " tmrrison. ~,eague ana cnawman ox me • . hamstnng muscle and was bin~tion m, ,,,~ ,~¢, , , ; ,0 _ . ,~ ,~,~ . . . .  : . . . . . . . .  all m,mmurn of $20,000 per • fm'etectorMn~eD~s~'l~mk:lpsHtyo~T~r~ssr~TmlmRtr~Vo~ml~ • = . . . . . . . . . . .  --~---..~ uri  ht s " ~tvt , , , , , ,  t~Ui I I I I I I I LCU t -~tlU ut on the mjured reserve to f . . wa a runnmg back . player. . . . . ullback.J,m Hams on in co~e e at Florida Sta that fl~e comprom,se would _m ~e~z~..~s~:.wn,~,~,~,,~t:o0a,xm~8:00g~,o~im~m~m . i Fist. His replacement, Leon , • g te . 
• and  . .  nannac~ ~. Mme and has been used as be recommended to then" For each drafted player '= m amice 8m ~owm ntm~n ~rd~y.  . • Bright, played so well that ~triegtana a . . . . . .  [] ' . . " " • 
Sciarra didn't . . . . . .  ,.,o~......;' ,,~,~'-~L" • runner occasionally., this respect, re . orgamzations., szgned to an NHL contract m .  : GIVEN UNDER~YHANDAT'rERRA~ 0 .cmlS~ DA,YO~NOVr~ ~.  : 
. . . . . . . .  HARRISON FINISHED "ear He is the Lions to'- .Representatzves from the the fzrst or second season 
~e~sa~:srOSter  m toe Harrison suffered a knee ~ek'return threat, v NI.IL ' CMJHL and Canadian fo l low ing  the draft, a • ~ • 
Bri-ht the . . . . . . .  injury two weeks ngo and is Strickland, who rushed for Amat.e~ Hockey. payment Of $4,000 was I = " Reh,qllngOfflc~'A'J'M~l •• 
. . . .  ~ . ,  . .  _wea~ern finished for the season more than 1,00O yards in ,~ssocmtion met Tuesaay in required to be made to the • , . • 
ilnallst 111 [no rooa,e-ot-tne- • ' . • " • T • 'ea- r - -^ : . . . . . . . . . . .  Strieldand gamed orfly 13 1976, has been ineffective o ronto. . . club from which the player lllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllliillllllllllliI 
L ~yc.,t, mc ~u.m~.mnn yards in seven carries most of this year He Tne recommenueo was taken. 
JPOO[Oall League, .writ .De ' payment scheduled would 
move(] rerunning l)aca for call for $1,000 for each 
Saturday, in a 31-21 loss here averaged just 3.6 yards a 
to Winmpeg.. " carry in league games. 
the semi-final game at Em- The  Lane, who led the Rapp said the loss of player drafted. ~ re Stadium. WFC at one stage of the HarT]son has hurt the Lions NHL clubs would be 
Pi"As long "as the game season with a 9-2 record, more than anything on of- obligedeach pl yer to paydrafted$7,000in thef°r PRUDEH & OHRIE  1576 ! .1 ' !} ,  
means omething," Sciarra stumbled coming home and fence. 
• first round and signed to an ~ 
MINISTRY OF HIGHWAYS & PUBLI0 WORKS 
HIGHWAYS DIVISION ~ ~  ' " : " :" ~:~ :"" : - ,  :~  
TENDER FOR QUOTES ON KEY  
PUNCHING OF COMPUTER CARDS 
AT TERRACE,  BR IT ISH COLUMBIA  PRICE REDUCED ON-THE BENCH Spacious modern home that 
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT AND Modern split level home must be viewed to be up- FOR THE BUSY FAMILY WELL DEVELOPED HOME 
EQUIPMENT MANAGEMENTSYSTE-MS location on a view lot preclated, features sunken living room with fireplace, Located well 1o schools, arena Bungalow .with three 
COMPUTER CARD KEY PUNCHING SPECIFICATIONS overlooking Terrace and the family room off of the kitchen, and town this three bedroom bedrooms, acorn fireplace, 
Skeena Valley. Many ex. ensulte plumbing, large entry home has wall to wall car. wall to wall carpeting and a 
1. The company providing.the key punching service is also to supply the computer cellent features. Located on a hall, three bedrooms, lots of Feting, ' two finished rumpus room, bedroom, Va 
cards. No particular colour of card is required except that each bitch control card fully landscaped lot. Drive by closet space and an easy care fireplaces, five bed.rooms, two bath and storage area In the 
-.  Alcan Aluminum exterior, bathrooms, laundry room and basement. The lot Is fully 
K E N HOSKI NS must be of a contrasting colour. 4,103 Birch Ave. and then call Phone Bert Llunl~h to view. attached carport. Lot Is fully developed and there is a large 
Phone: 847.9134 2. As there is only one copy of the source documents available, Insurance must be John CuTTle for complete developed with lawn, rear enclosed carport. Handy to 
Box3383 carrledonthedataforthetimeitislnthecereofthekeypunchlngser~lcecompany, details, patio and garden area. To town and schools. Contact 
Smithers, B.C. EachsourcedocumentistobevaluedatSl.00eachforlnsurencepurposes. ~ view Conta;:t' Rusty Liunoh.. ,Bert Llungh'to view. 
Ken invites iltquirles about 3. It is intended lhat the documents will be sent or delivered to the key punching cam. " ( : " "  " ~ - . .  ~.. ~ ...... 
-KOE HRING BANTAM 4. All cards for  any one month must be key punched within 3 working days after the ~ ~  ,'-~ • 
-BOMAG delivery of the final source documents for that month. 
. LOEB s. All key punched cards are to be verifle¢l. CAPTIVATING VIEW OF ~ 
-HYDRO.AX 6. There are 7 types of forms to be key punched. Estimated volumesaverege lip. TERRACENAND SKEENA 
-C.S. JOHNSON proximately 10,ooo computer cards per month. The key punching will fillan average VALLEY ALWAYS WANTED -'= ~ - :--- - -~,m SF~LIT ' LEVEL ON 
of $0 percent of each card. 4609 Westvlew has 3 bedroom, Here It is a kitchen with 20 STALL TRAILER COURT SKOGLUND DRIVE 
7. Detailed key punch instructions will be issued regarding card types, bald, numbers full basement, 2 fireplaces, 2 cabinets galore in this top Centrally locited" In Terrace b~odern three bedroom home 
end trensedlon codes, fullbathrooms, rumpus room; quality full basement 3 on 2.62 acres. There Is alsoa with eating area in the kit- 
attached garage, kitchen is bedroom home, 2 bathrooms, two bedroom, full basement chen, carlbetlng, two finished 
S. Would you please submit an hourly price for key punching, including the cost of Io~ded with cablnets and large carpeted living and home, a laundromat, and a fireplaces, rear sundeck, 
computer ¢lrds. Secondly', an hourly price for key punching, without he cost of rangeand fridge included, hot dining rooms, finished rec ' front end loader for snow ' ensuIte plumbing and a 
computercardsincluded;buttheircostshown separately. This is to be submitted by water heating. Very private room, large private deck, 2 removal Included. Thlscould finished rumpus room In the 
December l$th for award on January 3rd, 1978. and secluded setting.. ABiding car carport with storage, be the Investment you have basement. Attached carport 
VULCAN MACHINERY sGs,ooo and will consider of. Lovely lot on quiet dead-end been waiting for. Call Dwaln with a covered walk way to 
- - ..Additional Information and samples of the forms may be obtained from the Regional Iers. Give Bob Sheridan a ~ s t r e e t  so convenient to" McColl for further In. the front entrance. For 
& EQUIPMENTLTD.  MainfenanceManagementTechni¢lan, Room 328.1488 . 4th Avenue, Pr|nceGeorge, Brltlsh :all. downtown, formation. MLS. viewing 
Cowart  Road .. . . .  Columbia. Telephone $62.813h Local 323. . . . .  
Pr ince George 
564-0101 W.J. SUNDERWOOD 
$64.0230 REGIONAL MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT TECHNICIAN 
/ ~V. ~-  
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Totem poles in a cemetery at Kispioxwith the ever- 
present United Church in the background. 
InsJde 
Michael London follows his own orders.., page 3 
Hlxon tapes wm't be released because they would be too embarrassing.., page 4 
Best.selling ClrtOollllt Works best when pregnant.., page S 
• OId4ge panslmers sometimes find their only companion la • bottle.., page i 
_Whithver haPpened to the artistic concience of papular rock stars.., page'7 
.-yen milk is dangerous if packaged in plastic bags.., page e 
'l'V LISTINGS NOV. 10 - NOV, 16 
• rll 
Z 
PAGE 2, THE TOWNSMAN, Thursday, Novllmber 1~,. W/7 
KCTS 9 Thurs. 
Muslc,.. Is Tone .Color 
Demonstrates that every 
Insfrumeot - -  Including tile 
hum='w v01¢e ~ has Its'own 
d is t ih©vtve  qua l i ty  
charader l z~ l  by texture, a 
register, a rang,,, dynamics, 
end the way the sound is 
produced, ." ." 
9Movie' 
"Hobson's Choice" 
A scoundrel and • tyrant,  
• bootmaker Is In arms with 
his eldest daughter over her 
Inslstance to leave the shop 
end merry ;  • shb and her 
- other two  sisters provide 
him cheap la l~ .  (Charles 
Laughton ,  Brenda de 
• Banzls, John Mil ls;) 
- 11:30 
Womantlme and Co, 
"Adoption'" 
The DeBo l t  feml ly  in . 
P iedmont ,  Ce l l forn le  ex 
p lo re  the  quest ion of 
edopt ing ,  her ld iceppa~ 
children.. - "  - 
~, FrlcL Nov 1i " 
' The  3:00 :.-Movie - - -  
• "Kaleidoscope"."  Warren 
. Beetty, .  1Susemnah York  
Clive Revll l ,  Er ic Por ter .  
~Wnerlcan i s t~ '  breaks 
Into the Kaleidoscope card 
; ' factory .  in Geneva end" 
marks  the.pastelx)lrd hacks 
In order tl0 b reak~e chemln 
de for  bank at  ius.t about 
• ev l ry  European casino unti l  
SIMTrUl TOOAY : IM T~___~uJ 
_ _ - -  
,%~"'- OP I=ORllMI Ke,. siD"~v_ _ • • 
lO SAY THII UlAST wl~um_ _STy. __II~T_ 
THIE __'~9~.._ SHOW 
I~U,Y*~On SClU~UmS. 
DAYS 01= OUR'LIVES 
l O I n  Sll0W 
11~1E DOCTORS 
ANOTHIR ..amman IWAWS HOME 
.~a  i o~_,-~__,mv?n 
LOVl STOCtl r: 
THi NI1M. _Y~m~__ n GNWE 
U 
I I ~  O~ J i /~Nl i  . 
~LI.YW0OD SGUARIS 
IDGSI OI I NIGHT 
TNG! 1WIITY 
tm u.umTy ,q, wu,* 
VISION ON 
Iq, l ~ B  
M~y INtml.._~,m.. = 
9:00 
9:30 
i 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00 
12:30 
I :00  
1:30 
2 :00  
2:30 
3:00 
- 3:30 
i 
4:00  
4:30 
S:00 
5:30  
- I  6:00 
6:30 
.7 :00  
7:30 
0:00 
9:0~.: 
9 :38 
:. 10:00 
' !0 :~ 
• :11:0~ 
. . . .  11 :30  
. . . . .  12:0~ 
$1ATTU1110HIOIfY 
MMCH CMMi m 
"CHIPS" • 
J NNISAT ~ " ' 
i 
II~I1111 AND RYAN :' 
i 
. •  . . ,% 
"l~Nlmflr S I~ 
LATI MOVIII " 
STALK 'IIHI ~ILD ~Mm...~. • 
"• I 
moNT iS r~mu~ . 
11 .  auu . . .um~rr .  
Loun IOA¥ .-- 
i . . 
, YG I i  " • 
ANNOUSiC lD"  , 
T I I I  
THI NA1101M~.• 
I ~ ,vmnusuvu, ,  
i i i  I 
I" MHAL Iml lON ' -- 
I i 
. .  . . .  . 
. 4  ¸ "  • 
i • 
JIMN CANINIM ~=~,; 
DllqmiiuN 
II"S YOUI I /V~ 
NOON NlVA HOUn 
MOVIe MMINlli 
THE ~i l3 ,  
m R  WORLD 
1 
~ I, WI I .  u 
~aNOSON 
' m u m m  • 
n ., 
W N  
PlSl4t . 
wmmumv 
CTVml ,pmn~ 
m U l ~  
ClVU 
_ 114il .I,,AYI 
a,,wJIN 
I 
9 
i;~,T,.Diu NG --"_--- ~,~T,~,~ 
I 
SPINNINI ~;(n~ IS 
MIASUR! UP 
G'."~ = IASY 
i 
M IS IIOR MUSIC 
~ C S  
ART STAIITS 
MUSIC 
1 .S  lULAON i ;m, i~ i i i~  
mmw~,~-m~ 
~Ncl UIION A el.Aline 
i 
MACNIIb, 
NO HONIISn.Y 
l iST  OF 
~-4~,~ U IlS • 
, I"MI _mP.~_'~__ 
DICK . CAVIIT 
i 
I M I  
sleN clq~ ¸ 
I 
I I  
a .g l r l  Ncomes'  lu~plclous . . . .  . • " -. . 
and ca l l sh l r  fl~er,~ a r " " 1 T ~. " "  : "  " ' ' " : " Y Y " I ' :  " ' " " I . " ~ ' ~ I : "  
Scotlancl *orel In.sl~r" " " : .:is.your:piaygrounasaze: : 
GR/h'qT . . . . .  on ehlld asfety produced by: =- , . . , ,  ,=a-v ,  .• , * - . ,ew ~pa:cnua  .ampuu~. p.ro~ ~dm, wuprem:t~c lw1.~Um " • 
ANNA~BOB,  M ica .  [ .m'~"ont~r lo  f ,m mikam Br ian .  York  . . . . . . .  . . . . -  .. ~ 'am wermg m ~ne 'aw~ra  oy  me mm s 
co O : w:s , ..red.cere ott.n 
- - - , - s - -~- -  . "~a . ,  uorman ..~'m~s.-.namea the nen:S0C la l  l~ay.envmmmeut.- _ Tm~l~y. , 
Education zor • t inuing . - : '1~ L imi ted :o l  .Smiths gal~,." wel fare  f l lm. .oYer  the Berndette l~febvre,  ol The f i lm was se izure  
Women has r e~eiv~ a ~o~ Ont.; has won u go]d medal . weekend .and...' features Bo~,hette, qne., one of the- from among 1,000 finalists 
000. Moat f r o m  me. wil] " :  " ' P " : " ~ ' " " ' " " " ' ' ' " P " " " " '  ' ' . . . . . . .  r 
FoondaUoa;  The  gram'  " " , . -~ , -~ ~, .=~ ,~, , . . .  : " . ' - " . .: .. 
heu inpmfo, s .h ! J l l  . " " 1 ' " . ' ' ' ' 
on some 7,.-ooo w o m e n  wm).  ~ .  w ~  1 . . . . :  . . . ' , . . ' 
have . re tmroed. to  school:..:. ' . . ' . ' . .: . . . . " ' .. , ,  
after , ,  in~.uption, fo r . . " .  2 ' " . . : .~3~,"  .:. ' " : . .  • . ~ . 4 
childc& ~ or Other reasons ' . . ~ • , . . 
and havt.then gone on to  summiT- : .  . m.TouoN.  • .. 9:00' ..~ ~qTC~C0Om~ zm~vn~ 
work. 
TIRED OFr POLISHING? 
NEW: YORK (CP) - -  If 
you're interested in a no- 
polish manicure, L~,50 is the 
.price-for 10 14-karat gold 
fingernails--$3S a nail plus a 
tube of adhesive-- but. the 
manicure is extra. For 
additional sparkle, there's a 
19-diamond nail for $450 and 
an eight-diamond version 
for $285. Nails come in 18 
assorted shapes and sizes (a 
gold toenail is $95).. 
MORE . WOMEN 
~I~W YORK (AP) - -  After 
severa l  years  o[ steady 
climb in the proportion of 
women students,  the 
Co lumbia  Un ivers i ty  
graduate school of jour- 
nalism this fall enrolled 
more women than men for 
the first time in its 6S.year 
history. 
WOMEN ARE MOVING 
CHICAGO ( ,~)  - -  An  in- 
creasing number of women 
are J~eing moved by their 
companies. They are being 
transferred to plant cities 
and new offices along with 
their male counterparts as 
more females enter 
management ranks, reports 
the National Institute of 
'Cer t i f ied  Moving Con-' 
su l tants . .  
V,141[I[L OI I a l l  
10 SAY THE.LEAST 
THE ~ONG S'iOW 
HOLLY'W00D S~ARES 
i, • 
r .NMDIN/ J  
I 
m. mis~. :  
i j  i 
S lS~ STRii'r,, 
101 MaJIAN SHOW 
" i 
i DREAM OF JEANNIE 
HOLLYWOOO SWARES 
I~AN'S HOlm 
I IO~ Oi~ NIOHT 
i 
TAKE THIRTY . 
¢II.IWUTY COOKS 
THE YOUNG CHEFS 
FRIDAY AFTER 
FUNSTONES 
MARY I~.ER MOORE 
IIUURGLASS 
10:00  
10:30  
I 1 :00  
11:30 
12:00 
JOYC!  DAVImaON SHON 
JmU~ C~M SNGW 
DIFINITION 
KARllNG Y~OA 
IlVS YOUR MOVIE 
.l~r~N NEWS HOUR 
m . 
w~ CIN l l  wowm 
Nf f  CMIT 
OVEN IASY , 
ELECTRIC ¢CNPANY 
INSIN~Ul" 
- ."RULY N~IERICAN 
'~Ju~UR! up 
BRIEAD AND BUT- 
/~d(I NO MUSIC 
NIHIE'S JOURNAl. 
SPEAKOUT 
DAY OF OUR LIVE 
THE OO¢11DRS 
ANO~4EIll WORLD 
MOVIII 
" I(ALll O0~Olqi 
THE N EWI.YWED 
NEWS 
SEA1TLE TONIGHT 
HOLLYWOOD SQOARES 
ClIO SIMRKIEY 
CHICO & TIlE 
THE RQCKPORD FILLS 
QUINCY 
NEWS 
"11 i  TONIm4T SHOW 
)VlIDNIGHT SPECIAL' 
• SAN PEOWO BU~S 
TONY RANDALL SHOW 
SPlECIAL 
ONE OF OUR' " 
AIRCRAFT IS 
MISSING 
BIG HAWAII 
i 
1141 NATIO~4L 
FINIAL EDITION 
SlON.Olql 
1:00 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 • 
4:30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 
6:30 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:39 
11:o~ 
11:30 
12:00 
MOVlII 
"Co{um~,, 
AIqOI'HER WORLD. 
,~  ~ l .  simw 
SANFORD AND SON 
:mE ooNG sNGw 
EMEROENCY 
. NEWS HOUR 
OPERATION PETTICOAT 
JULIE 
nONNY AND 64~qll 
ROCKFORD FLIES 
~INCY 
¢1'V NlWS' 
NI '~  HOUR FINAL. 
I 
i 
. ~  STREET 
MISTER ROGER 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
ZOOM 
.~ BIG BLUE M~U(IILt 
M~NmL. ~HHR 
c,mc,m'~s ~.qOEN 
WASHINGTON 
WALl. STRIII" 
MASTERPIECE 
THIATR! 
DICK CAvlTr 
vat  
1tie :-,,~,: c -;: ,".D 
OP lU NOYIH 
1HIAllUl OP 
' I I .o l~ 
King 3:00 
The Saturday Movie-- "The ' 
Anderson Tapes". Sea~ 
Connery, Dyan Cannon, 
Martin Balsam; Ralph 
Meeker, Alan King. 
O]reded by Slclney Lumet. 
Epic mllllon~ioller robbery 
of a luxury• apartment 
building on New Yorl's 
feshlonahle upper Eeat side 
over labor day weekend, 
Animal World -- "They Klli 
to Live". THIs Isthe story of 
the predators, the animals 
• which five by killing other 
living-, things;. We see 
-.jellyfish(I), a .'shark, a 
-: .cabra, a Klmo:~ dragon and 
the big cats all looking for 
their prey. 
71=00 
Wild Kingdom "'Land.of the 
Falcon" In the mountain 
prairies of ,.Wyoming; 
falcons, eagles and haWks- 
rule the air. You'll see Jim 
Fowler attacked by falcons 
when he nears the& nest. 
NSC's Saturday Night. Ray 
Charles is reunited with the 
Ray Charles Orchestra nd 
the Raylettes. 
Daniel Foster, M.D. 
"Cholesterol, Fat ancl 
Atherosclerosls'. 
Atheros¢lerosis, the leading 
cause of death In the United 
States, Is discussed by Dr. 
Antonio M. ,Gotto, Jr., 
medical.professor at Baylor. 
University. .,. 
3&6 2 
~_~ vou l~ ssqTmm ¢ 
• ~THIE RED . '~ 
HOT 
1MI.DUI~ IN CRISIS 
~tTtm~AY 
N~~ocKEY . 
• .~_.-~_=.~--~ 
• I ANIMAl. 
~MLDKnWm~4 
11HE w,,nv SHOW 
THE IXQNIC ~ .  
gu~gu~ 9:00 
pF.am~rs ANO ~ 9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
mo vN.LEY 11:00 
11:30 
• UmON M~ss lm.e  12 :  00 
12:30 
THE ,.vv. ~,,~_ I :00  
c~.;'=_ 1: 30 
2:00 
• 2:30  
3:no 
' aq.'THISV,~.K . • . ,  3:30 
4=00 
" ~ • 4 :30  
m~. ~T,~,  5:00 
i S :30  
I 
6:00  
6 :30  
• 1:~ 
7:30 
• -~"e  "1~' V AT  A T I~ " 8 :00  
CmT, mD ~n 8:30 
mo~ow~ 9:00 
I ~o~.~,~ EOUCaTIO~ 9:30 
I 
auttm~ ~xPUSS 10:00 
I 10:3~t 
me NArION~U. I1:0~ 
'11:30 
THE LATE SHQW • • 12:00 
- TA,~M.~ m 
" - - - -  . . . . .  
• . . . .  , 
i 
SAT. NIGHT AT 
-- MOVIES 
_ THE GOOFATHER 
PART ONIE 
F;;,"G STAR 
.MOVIE 
TO KILL. A OI .O~ 
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~ M  ON ~ ~ UPON A ~_Aat:,:_ 
. : ~  $~___¢~ STREET 
WIDE WO~.DOF SPORTS 
m. ~OT~_ ,, TUE ~ _.r~y~$___R!~..N~_. 
FRENCH CHIEF 
CROK~'T'S "_~ OliN 
_~4:  SURVIVAL 
SHOW BIZ 
,~OOWAN AND 00 
RED FISItF.R SHOW 
DISCOVER 
AU. STNt WRESliJNG 
• .WIDE W0RLD.OF  SPORTS 
• NEWS HOUR. 
THE $WI1$ - FAMILY 
THE BIONIC V*~MAN 
_ ~.._a_n PER. 
~..%-.~.~.':E 
THE C--_-_-.=ATHE R 
PART :! 
THAT'S HOtJ.YWOOO 
ReX J= HARRIS SHOW 
"CW NEM 
NEWS HOUR FINAl. 
THE LATE SHOW 
DEUV=",,;v~.'E .. 
uLm-t~ YOGA 
IDeA 11HING " 
~--~u.;Ei. ~ - 
~_~_.C OF "OIL 
FIRING UNE 
SY/WqtONY 
• FRENCH CHEF 
,'1 At_t!C 
NOVA 
~UN 
. . . .  " THEATRE 
Landon's mult ip le talents, show , [ASSES 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -  dailies .(the raw film shot The  character on ihe 
Michael Landon, star of each day). * screen in his ~arrent series ' .~ i~ , Hidden sSmewhere in the ads 
NBC's Little House on the "Aside from that, you just is a familiar one to the J =~ [ . 
Prairie, does exactly what have to count onyour  in- actor. Landon says he's '. i. the entertainment section 
the director orders, at least stincts. The big advantage pretty much the same guy.at 
.every other week. ofcourseisthatlco-operate. . ,, home with his wife, the ~ p . ~re two Terrace phone .umbe s. 
Landon, you see, works completely with myself, former Lynn Noe, a,d the r, 
both sides of the eamera--as AV()IDS HASSLES coupleekids, aged 4 to.26, ~lml~ Find them, and if one is yours you ve won. 
:actor and director, including three by previous ~ "Pick up your tickets at ~he Herald office, [ Under the hot sun in the Landon, on lunch break on marriages. 
Simi Valley, about 50 miles location, leans" back in the The Landom' school-age ~lm~ .3212 Kalum St . . L .~_~~ 
northwest of Los Angeles, folding chair under the mess children aren't permitted to 
director Land°n sets uP a tent and laughs' " Til l ivemTw - -  Theatres l watch television on' school , ~ camera ngle. " . "When. the director says, nights With • two exceptions~ 
Then he rushes, out, .moVe, I move, wherever he certain specials recom. A .' 
becomes character Charles wants me to go, I go them. mended by the school.and 
Ingalls and starts nailing So thatwayIcangetalot.of Little House on the Prairie. 4720 LAKELSE AVE. "~"  638.8111 
the side of a house as part of work done without a lot of " PHONE 
a scene. 
Landon is .the star,- 
producer,, sometimes writer 
and one of two directors of 
the series, now in its fourth 
._ season .  
"I like making films," 
says Landon, who is 
somewhere in his 40s. 
-- There are advantages and 
disadvantages to directing a
show in which you're also 
starring, he says. "The' dis- 
.advantage b ing, of course, 
you just can't sit back and 
see what you did in the 
hassles." 
Landon directs every 
other Little House episode, 
alternating wi~ William F. 
Claxt.on. 
"Someday I'm sure I Will 
direct full-time, but in the 
meantime my cheques are 
larger for acting than they 
are for directing." Again he 
laughs. 
Landon worked 14 years 
on his first regular series, 
Bonanza, where•he played 
Little Joe starting in the late 
'50S. 
Jumps for nothing? 
LONDON (CP) -  Disc the  Victorian bathing 
jockey Steven Haines, 19, costume he wore to court. 
jumped off 28 Thames The costume had a belt 
bridges for charity but his made of 30 police whistles. 
gooddoed has only landed "He ,,means no 
him in hot water, disrespect, said defence 
Haines, who has dyed counsel Cynthia, 
orange hair, was fined &SO Cruiekshank."Heisa young 
for breaking a 9Z-year-old man who does naturally 
bylaw by climbing • the dress in a bizarre faslflon." 
parapet of London's Tower ' AfterwarilS, a: charity 
Brldge for one of:his dives, spokesman contested that 
But his splash' :wlth Stovea's dives helped raise 
authority didn't stop there. &14,000 for one-parent 
The~n~istrate criticized families. . .: 
;N Ikst Fan~s lnke!/a ~ Wodd ~' 
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
EVELYN £NWEILER 
i m.s m .~ 
WENDY*  gL IBBETT:  
' i  : jm.z04i' 
SHOWING AT8 P.M. 
November 12 
Herbie goes to 
Monte Carlo 
November 13.19 
Airport 77 
MATINEE Herbie goes to 
November Monte Carlo 
7 & 9 P.M. NIGHTLY 
9 P.M. November 12 
[The Outlaw Josey Wales 
November 13.15 • 
Sex with a Smile 
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Highlights 
Santa Claus Parade ; -  Jim 
Perry co-hosts the 73rd 
annual Santa Claus Parade 
- -a  tradition of Eaton's. 
This hour.long special will 
abound with floats, festive 
music, smillng faces and 
children of all ages. 
Sunday Theatre - -  "Hey, 
I'm Alive". Stars Edward 
Asner, Sally Struthers, 
Milton Seizer. The dramatic 
true story of survival of two 
people following the crash of 
their airplane In the frozen 
Yukon. Their .,,truggle 
lasted 49 days in 45 dep/ee 
below-zero weather. 
The Treasures of 
Tutankhumun - -  The 
sophistication and beauty of 
ancient Egypt come alive as 
music and literature ac- 
company many of the 
treasures brought over from 
King "rut's Tomb, painting a 
picture of the world's oldest 
clvillsatlon. • 
2 
GhRDENING WITH ED 
MEETING PLACE......_.._..___ 
NBC PRO FOOT. 
- BAL J I .  
SEAHAWKS VS. 
" NEW YORK JETS 
NBC PRO FOOT. 
"eALL . ~ o E  __.______ 
r 
ioo~.  juNGul __  
MEETTNE PRESS 
SURVIVAL, 
WORI.D OF 
DISNEY 
m 
BIG EVENT 
THE GOOFATHER 
' PART TWO 
"you Can Run, But you 
Can't Hide" - -  A troubled 
Vietnam veter;n works out 
his anger towards his family 
and society through the 
support he finds in [olnlng a 
street theatre group. The 
play was written by a 
F ranc iscan ,  Brother  
Jonathan. 
NEWSERVICE 
m 
FIVE STAR MOVIE 
,hi= VIRGINIA 
HILL STORY 
3&6 
THIS WEEK IN 
PARLIAMENT 
CFL FOOTBALl. 
m 
S,~I'A OI.AUS 
PARADE 
WtI.D KINGDOM 
IT IS IA~II"rlEM 
L._ MAN AMVE 
I WORLD OF DISNEY 
111S nF.KI~OtMER$ 
in40oA 
KING OF KENSINGTON 
m 
FAMILY 
MARKET IX.-a. e"  
OMOUDSMAN 
iGHT F INA l .  . -  
THE I.ATE SHOW 
VENOF.ANCE OF 
9:00  
10:00 
10:30 i 
12:00 
1:30 
3:00 
4:3...___.L 
__- - - - . - - - - -~ 
6:...._._~__~ 
6:30 
4 
SEARCH 
I ! IS WRITrEN " 
TERRY Wl NTE.D 
STAR TREK 
SUNDAY 
• THEATRE 
QUESTION PERI00 
r'AMED FRONTIER 
NEWS HOUR 
9 
SESAN~ STREET 
AMERICAN HOUSE 
WASHINO'ION WEEK IN__  
REVIEW 
,WAL l .  STREET WEEK m 
BEST OF FAMILIES 
m 
i 
SOCCER 
~:0"~0 ~ " IN PERF. AT - V~I.F TIRAP 
HARDYDOYS-NANCY • AN EVENING OF _ _  
ORIW mRI IS  -- OLUKORA~ 
oou.~.wu~ T~ OF 
_ _  ~ TUTMI~ - -  
8:30 . 
9:00  KOJAK /Wt$'rERPI ICE THEATER . 
~ h CLAUDIUS 
m 
10:00  cry REPORTS , 
I-- YOU rAN nuN, 
OUT YOU 
11:30  NEI~ HOUR FINAL SIGN OFF 
12:00 THe LATe SHOW t . 
• r DES IREE I _ _  
Nixon tapes deemed 
'far more offensive' 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
Public release of 30 White 
House tape recordings about 
the Watergate political 
espionage scandal would 
expose Richard Nixnn to 
embarrassments "far more 
offensive" than the former 
president already has 
suffered, the U.S. Supreme 
Court was told today. 
Nixon lawyer William Jef- 
fress told the court that the 
22 hours of tapes played at 
the 1974 Watergate cover-up 
trial of Nixon's top advisers 
should not go public. 
"Tapes are susceptible to 
uses that are far more offen- 
sive" than trial transcripts, 
he said. 
Transcripts of the tapes 
were widely published 
during the 1974 trial of 
former attorney-general 
John Mitchell and ex-White 
House aides H.R. Haldeman 
and John Ehrlichman. 
Jeffress said Nixon and 
others would suffer "mental 
' anguish" if the" tapes are 
released to "every dis( 
joc~key, every televisio! 
entertainer ... to be played 
relentlessly." 
RELEASE OKAYED 
The U.S. Circuit Court of 
Appeals ruled in October, 
1976, that the tapes couid be 
released for broadcast on 
television, and radio and 
copied for sale as records 
and tape cassettes. 
Arguing for those who 
want the tapes released, 
Washington lawyer Edward 
Bennett Williams claimed: 
"I don't know of any com- 
mon law right not to be 
embarrassed by one's in- 
culpatory words." 
Williams was represen- 
t ing Warner Com- 
munications, which wants to 
reproduce the tapes and 
market them for home sale. 
New york lawyer Floyd 
Abrams, representing the 
three commercial broadcast 
networks, public radio and a 
broadcast news directors 
association, said he was 
arguing "the right of the 
public not present in the 
court to hear the tapes." 
Williams noted that any 
distributor or broadcaster of 
the tapes would have "to 
take the full risk" of 
lawsuits resulting from such 
use.  
The bulk of the 880 reels of 
tape recordings left behind 
by Nixon when he resigned 
as president in 1974 are not 
involved in the case. 
If the tapes are released, 
they would let the public 
hear for the first time the 
actual voices--the tones and 
vocal inflections--of Nixon 
and the Watergate figures 
discussing the scandal. 
The suit to have the tapes 
released was filed by NBC, 
ABC, CBS, the Public 
Broadcasting Service, the 
Radio Television News 
Directors Association and 
Warner Communications. 
It's super music on CBC- 
TV's Superspeclal' Man. 
Nov. 21 at 9 p.m. entitled: 
The Beetles' Music Changed 
the World...And HOw. 
The most popular musical 
group of all time, and a 
symbol of youth In the 
1960's, the Beatles wrote one 
hundred and ninety.five 
songs during their period of 
togetherness and 
collaboration. The majority 
of them were chart.toppers 
on hit parades from India to 
Inuvik, and even today, 
years after their final split, 
amazing offers are being 
made, in the millions, to 
entice them to re.group. If 
only for a single concert. 
This" special Is a colorful 
package of salutes to the 
four superstars who started 
it al l ,  with such pop 
luminaries as David Clayton 
Thomas with Blood, Sweat 
and Tears; Melanle; 
Frankle Valll, Mellssa 
Manchester and Rltchle 
Havens lending their talents 
(n tribute. 
Lennon, McCartney, 
Harrison and Starr are not 
actually appearing, but 
their spirit, In their won-. 
derfully lyrical songs, 
shines through such 
favorites as Long and 
Winding Road (Melenle), 
Got to Gel You Into My Life 
(Mellssa Manche.ster), 
Lady Madonna • (Blood, 
Sweat and Tear), Here 
Comes the Sun (Rltchle 
Havens), and Fool on the 
Hill (Frankle ValiD, plus 
many more. 
The essence of the Beetles 
musical appeal was tne l r  
gift for melody and • driving 
rhythm. The dynamic 
performances of David 
Clayton Thomas with BS & 
% for instance on Got Back, 
and the basic sweetness of 
Mellssa manchester singing 
the familiar Here; There 
and Everywhere, evoke a 
feeling of the Beetles that is 
right on. 
I  ,As.LEI< , 
Re,II,,t*~t (.tt,,¢,,~e. [ t~'~ An ~lRhl~, Rl.~rr.e0 
DJ." ('r,,.~V, T,:t.:..'cN~ New~ 5y~ld 1.1 
DO you  mind  if I 
apprec ia te  you?  
= 
125 Air Conditioned Suite & Rooms With View 
Color TV, Telephone, Tub & Shower, Ele- 
vators, Coffee Shop, Dining Room, Nightly 
Entertainment, Banquet & Meeting Rooms 
For Up To 125 Kitchenettes Available 
682-1831 FREE PARKING 
• FREE Reservations- 
.)-800.261-3330 
~n Owned & Operated 
rED PRYSTAY 
)erie St. Vancouver, B.C. 
Englbh Bay at Stanley Park Bus Stop 
at Our Door and Take You Anywhere In 
The City For The Price Of A Bus Ticket 
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Cartoonist works best when pregnant 
The expectant mother was 
Ms. Johnston. The ex- 
pectant lads had come home 
on a personal invitation 
from her first son, "feeling 
for the rare thrill of the 
baby." 
That first book--David, 
TORONTO ,'CP) -- Lynn 
Johnston's best cartoons' are 
done when she is pregnant. 
In her first book of car- 
toons in 1975, she sketched a 
pack of youngsters eagerly 
waiting in line to  see a 
pregnant woman. 
Canadian film •wins grand prize 
TORONTO (CP) -- The 
Canadia'n" film Who Has 
Seen the Wind has bee~ 
awarded the Grand Prize at 
the Paris Film Festival, a 
spokesman for Astral Films 
Ltd., the film's distributor, 
said Tuesday. 
Charmion King and Brian 
Palnehaud, has also been 
nominated for 10 Canadian 
film awards. 
Produced and directed by 
Allan King, the film deals 
with life in a small 
Saskatchewan town in the 
1930s. It was shot in Areola, 
Sask., last year. 
The film is based on a 
novel by Canadian author 
W.O. Mitchell. 
We're PREGNANT! !--has. 
sold to 30,-000 buyers across 
Canada. 
The book of 101 ,cartoons 
drawn with sure strokes, all 
deal with that essentially 
womanly but universal 
theme of pregnancy. 
gill. 
Walk, jog. run, 
skate, ski. swim, 
paddle, pedal... 
don'tletlife " 
C catch you with 
your head down, 
O pa,Q//t7pa~ON~o 
Fitnessis fun. 
.~  Try some. 
Jill de Wolfe said the $1.1- 
million production, which 
stars Gordon Pinsent, Jose 
Ferrer, Hellen Schaver, 
Ms. Johnston, a 30-year- 
old native of Dundas, Ont., 
50 miles southwest of 
Toronto, is the top female 
cartoonist 'in Canada. 
It hasn't been easy to 
crack the male-dominated 
world of cartooning. 
As a single parent, she 
supported herself and four- 
year,old Aaron for three 
years doing illustrations of 
surgical operations foz 
MeMaster University 
medical faculty in 
Hamilton, then working, at 
an engraving firm 
specializing in farm ma- 
chinery. 
Her first book came out as 
her first rocky marriage 
finally went aground. 
Her second book--Hi 
Mom! Hi Dad!--on the first 
year of Aaron's life, is going 
like the last scoop of ice 
cream on a hot day at the 
playground. 
But" even now it is not 
exactly easy street. She is 
supporting her second 
husband while he finishes 
his dental training. Her 
husband helps make ends 
meet by assembling dental 
equipment. 
Ms. Johnston does car- 
toons, not "funnies" oz 
"comics." Many of the faces 
she draws with a few strokes 
are serious, sad, worried, 
frustrated orjust astonished 
at life's travails. 
"A lot of cartoons aren't 
meant to be funny," she 
said. "They're charac- 
teristic of what life is all 
about." 
• (INTERNATIONAL) CLOSED MONDAY (CUISINE) 
KALUM MOTEL 
Hwy. 16 W. Terra c'~ 
i 
' "~" ;  tM!  I 
VENETIAN DINING LOUNGE ~,s~,  
O,*.eewIne iN* Har=a., 
D IN  g IN  OUR EXQUIS ITE  
~nS:~,.m. lo 11:~ p m, 
• • FOR Ri[Si[R VAT IONS 
o~,~,~?~g~.~ 624-2621 or 624-3359 * 
l, DRIVE-IN l i t  'we. W, l |  6th St. 
"PROBABLY THE BEST" 
CHA R.BROILED STEA KS 
4736 Lakdse Ave. Terraoe 
635-5531 
Char-Broiled Steak • $ 2.99 
Including: BAKED POTATO 
CHOICE OF SALADS and 
DRESSINGS. GARLIC TOAST 
King-Size Steak Dinner $ 4.99 
Tenderloin Steak Dinner $ 4.99 
Steak & Shrimp Combo $ 4.39 
Jumbo shrimp Dinner 2.99 
Chopped' Beef Dinner . $139 
The Mikeburgei; J, $1 39 
....~• ~ .V.'E MAKE 
igli( '~ LOT OF. TH!NGS BE~'TER 
r~#~ !/! Bruce..& Debbie 
i//7/.~, ~) wrreUT;ers " 
~ '  4343 LAKELSE AVENUE 
~ 636-7100 
"AKE OUT ORDERS WELCOME 
sagnman INNI 
KAMLOOPS 
Only four blocks from 
downtown. Banquet 
Pools, Saunas Room to seat 100. 
Kitchenettes $50 Columbia 8t. 
Sound Proof (~)  ~4-1~e 
Rooms 
COLUMBIA ~ 
BAOK BY POIqJLAR 
DEMAND! 
BOB " " 
WOLLOUGHBY 
APPEARING NIGHTLY 
IN THE LOUNGE 
6 gwy. 16 W. 
Torraoe, B,O. 
LAKELSE 
HOTEL 
THE PLAOE 
FOR 
WEDDING RECEPTIONS 
PRIVATE PARTI ES 
BANQUETS 
CATERING 
DANCING SPACE AVAILABLE 
HECTORS 
INTERNATIONAL CUISINE 
MON-SAT. 5 PM - I1 PM 
phone 6384141 
4620 Lakolse Arena  
\ 
RESTAURANT.  
¢~|l~J~[ & CANADIAN FOOD 
10 am to 1 am Monday. Szturdw 
I1 am to lOpm Sundr/ 
PHONE 6 3 5"6111 
464?. Lazelle West of (;FTK 
t ! 
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Age of  Uncertainty - -  The 
' J  Fatal Competition 2 
A sequence actually filmed 
inside NORAD - -  the SMlrTI.E IrQoAY 
nuclear war command 
center buried one mile 
beneath Cheyenne mountain ~tlm- OF FORTUNE 
In Colorado -- Is a highlight KNOCKOUT 
of tonight's program 1o SAY THE * ,=a~l" 
narrated by John Kenneth 
Oalbrelfh. THE OONG SHOW 
gAYS OF OUR LIVES 
BOOKS PUBLISHED 
TORONTO (CP) - -  Two 
books about ballet have just ~.Em:mRS 
come off the presses. Kain ,mOTHER WOm.O 
and Augustyn, with photos 
by Christopher Darling and I,,, sea.omt~wa 
text by John Fraser, sells 
for $25 hardback and $10 sttm.ewe 
paperback,, and Dance 
Today in Canada, by An." 
drew Oxenhnm with THE jN i~ I~O 
Michael Crabb, covers 19 NEWS " 1 
Canadian dance companies 
and includes 168 photos for 
$34.95. 
SEAl"I1.E TONIGHT 
' SCHOLARSHIPS AWAR- Hou.Y~nOO S~ARm 
DED LOnLE HOUSE ON 
TORONTO (CP) - -  The 
National Council of Jewish m,~EIE 
Women o f  Canada has THE oooF~THER 
announced the award of two PART 1TiREE 
Irene Samuel• Scholarships • 
for 1977-78 to Risa Shore of 
Toronto and Cherie Klein of 
Winnipeg. The scholarships NEWSERVICE 
are offered to Jewish 10NtOmSHOW 
• women furthering their 
education in Judaic studies "~e,  ~r~ oR • 
w i th the  intention de i . - . - - - - - ,  
teaching in Jewish schools m~maowmow 
in Canada. . 
Pens ioner  " 
" ' ' 1 + Nlne's Journal "Smok ing"  
popcorn  o, ,,,.,,o,,., 
• Smoke.Out Day declared by 
• the Amer ican  Cancer  
SAUI -T  STE .  MARIE ,  Society, M ike  K i rk  hosts a'  
Ont. (CP.) - -  When Leo discussion on the rights of 
Bernardo retired four years smokers and non.smokers, 
ago after 25 years in a carclnogensln tobacco, and 
lumber products factory, he how to stop the habit. 
couldn't face having nothing ' 
to do. 
So he entered the popcorn ~ 2 ~ ~  
business. ' 
"When I retired I wanted .. 
to live, not die," the 69-yeai'- 
old resident of Sault Ste. , t  
Marie said through an in- 
terpreter. "I .had to do 
something. SV.A~r~ ~0OAY 
',I had a chance.to buy this 
popcorn machine in Toronto WHEEU OF FORTUNE 
for $700. It looked good.so I KNOCKOUT 
bought it. It gave mea 
reason to walk and exer- m TdkY THE L.~vr 
else." THE ~ sNGw 
Bernardo, wheeling his . ,ou .w~oos~ss  
cart along the streets, has" o~ OF OOa-WES 
become a familiar sight for THEOOCtO~S 
youngsters inthe city's west 
end . .•  
The bag of popcorn he ~om~e woe,,, 
used to sell for 10 cents now 
costs 25 "but the kids, they ms ~ ~r.u0cK mOme 
still buy as much as before." Ct.EOFATRA 
On a good day, he can "PART ONE. 
make more than St0, but he 
doesn't keep .track of his 
earnings. He says as long as .  ,EWt.YWED 
he's not losing money, he's NEWS ' 
happy, dor oes In a ear, the yen g 
through 100 pounds of 
popcorn, a gallon of coconut 
oil and a box of salt--an NAME mAT ~NE 
investment of about $50.  A THE GOOFATHER 
vending licence costs $60. - p~r  r-ooH 
When business is bad, the cos<xVs'9~ 
birds in B.ernardo's back 
yard have a popcorn feast. 
"My  popcorn is always 
fresh,"he-says. 
But Bernardo, with false 
toeth, can't enjoy his pop. 
corn like he usedto, mmom stow 
Despite some difficult 
days, and slow, wet  sum-. 
mers, Bernardo says he 
stay in the business for as 1 mweRowmow .,~ 
'long as be'sable.to walk.+ "+ 
3&6 
iN TOUCH 
B.C; SCHOOLS 
I 
MR. DEEr, SUP 
SI~ANE mEEY 
BOB NG.F.AN SHOW 
I IDREN# OF JEANNIE " 
HOU.W~OD J E S  
RYN~'S HOPE 
OF NII~Hff 
YAKE~ 
CELERITY COOKS 
AFTER FOUR 
'MR. atESSUP ' 
FLImrS10NES 
THE N~tY  TYLER MOORE 
) ~ l ~ U  ¸ . 
I 
LITrLE HOUSE ON 
PRAIRIE 
IRI"IrY WHITE SHOW 
PRgh 'T  PAGE G~IU.LENOE 
- M iCHEL 
• ~----r'9~-~.~D AND 
.FRIENDS 
MAN AUVE 
,. THE NATIONAl. 
!10 MINUTES l iVE 
Special -~ Georgia O'Keefe 
An hour.long documentary 
~n American arflet Georgia 
• O'Keefe, by woman f i lm-* 
maker •Perry Mil ler Adato. 
The program c0nslsts 
largely of a rare interview 
with the reclusive O'Keefe 
in her home in New Mexico, 
and includes exquisite stills 
l of~,,~er~Fa!ntlng s and 
• photograi~hS ()f her past. 
4 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
10:30 
11:00 
11:30 
12:00  
12:30 
I:00 
1:30  ~ 
2 :00  
.~2:30  + 
3:00 
3:30 
, 4:00 
• 4:30 
$:00 
5:30 
ARTOF C00K, NG 
JOY¢E ~4Vl0$0N U 
JEAN CANNr=M SHOW 
DEFINITioN 
KAREEWS YOGA 
IT'S YOUR MOVE 
m u m  
MAGNI FICIENT 
• ",,..'%' IN THEIR 
FLYING 
MACHii~c~ PARY • 
ANOTHER VRRI.D 
N.N~ HN~B. ImOw 
IUU~ORD AND S0N 
• 9 
ItEAi~ltS a l so  
FIEST FILMS ON SCIII~E 
Ig.ECTRIC CQtAPANY 
V~ROS~TH 
STORIES OF .~ I r .£  
AS WE SEE IT 
qLECl'EI¢ COMPANY 
MEASURE UP 
TWO CImTS wowm 
M IS I~R MUSIC 
IDgq~RES UNUMmlD 
. . . . . . . .  i 
• m N ~  QUT 
WADII NGTON tbl~K 
. /~ Iks~ m~IUN I~  THE ' 
n,~U_Plr~ _n~. _~_ CHILD 
SBaN~ STIIEET 
1tHE @ON@ S~OW 
I IME i t~BICY"  MISTER ROGER 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 
6:00 ~ 
6:30 ~mBLea~kqu l~ • 
BONY VI~ON 
NF.NXJNE 
HUNTERS 
THE WALlrONS 
COUNTRY 
SOAP 
EOSETTI AND RYAN 
c lv  HEM 
NLA~ HOUR FINAL 
7:00 
7:30 
8:00 
3S6 
',IN TOUOI ' 
r-4NAmAN SCI~OLS 
MR. ' DEESSUP 
S ~  STREET 
8:30 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
Iffd, 
LJ~, 
12:00 
I 
~4E LM'E  fAIOW 
• SAINT 
F~[~UIVALENT GWEN " 
Three teaspoons "of a' 
minced fresh herb usually 
.replace o~.e teaspoon of the 
onea  nero. 
REFRIGERATE FOR 
SAFETY 
• Never let custards or I~ies 
with cream-style, fillings 
• stand at m0m tern- , 
~ rature--for safe ea'.Unl~, ey need to be refrigeratee. 
9:00 
9 :30 
10:00 
•10:30 
I1 :00  
11.:30 
eOeN~.~SHOW 12:00 
12:30 
I DREAMOFJEANNIE  1:00  
HOLLYWOOOSQUARES 1 :30  
RYAN'SH(h.E 2 :00  
EDGEOFNI~fl' 2 :30  
.TANETHnaT~' 3:00 
3:30 CELEBRITY COOKS 
4:30 
5:00 
5:30  
6:00 
PSNClL'mX 4:00 
COMING UP ROSIE . 
FLINSTONES 
THE M~my TV~ ~W)ORE 
muL~m 
t ,  M JPPET5 6 : 3 0  
I.AVERHE &SHIRLEY 7:@0 
HAPPYOAYS 7:30 
0:00 
4 
Awr OF C0OmN@ 
• JOYCE OAVIO$ON mOW 
JEAN CANNEM SHOW 
DEFINITION 
• KAREENS YOGA' • 
ilvS YOUR NOVE • 
NOON NEWS HOUR 
MAGNIFICANT 
• ."",'.' IN "THEIR 
FLYING 
MACHINES 
PJqW T~ 
ANOTHER ~ORID 
ALAN mMEL SHOW 
I ,  
SANFORO A~O SON 
THE GONG SHOW 
F.~R~.NCY 
NEMNGUR- 
• SlrARS ON ICE 
SEARCH AND RESCUE 
MAN FROM ATLANTIS 
THE tWtCNEIL-LEHRER 
~..~ORT 
THE AMERICAN 
NOVA 
.AGE OF UNCERTAINTY 
ONF..DtN UNE 
THE =CK 
NO, HQNESTLY 
• SIGN OFF 
9:00 
9:30 
10:00 
,10:3q 
11:0 0 
11:30 
12:00. 
RENE SIMARD 8 :30  
M.A.S,H, 
THE mm E~r~ 
WU~Sy P.~LLSq 
THE NATIONAL 
N MINUTES liVE 
i 
: TRY  ~ A NEW DESSERT 
Plums and port su t each 
.other--poach the fruit in 
water, sugar and port with a 
vanilla .bean for a lovely 
dessert. 
LEAVE BREAD 
• When you are  thawing a 
loaf of frozen baked broad, 
leave it in its moisture- 
vapor-proof wrapping while 
it thaws. 
i 
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 xto o (c'P) - 
Des igned to encourage 
adults toread to children, a .  
magazine book entii led • 
Mngook, published in Can: 
ado, now is available in book 
stores. The publication 
featuresmore  than 16 
Canadian •writers and 
illustrators a year and will 
reflect all of Canada. 
VEHICLE STOPPED 
HAMILTON (CP) --  
Maggie Chart had her big 
• "chance recently as the only 
womm driver in the Me; 
Master University ,Soapbox 
D~.rby. But she didn't v;'in a 
beat-~J~e ill-fated ..vehicle, 
built by a male metallurgy' 
student who found he 
couldn't squeeze into i t ,  
stopped 50 yards hort of the 
finish llne, COUNCIL ON 
2 '  ' :  
"SIMTIJt 1~AY " 
I W04UL 0P Parn#g8 
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" Provincial govt chastised in. cl0sure:0f agricult al //nd  
WCHMOND, B.C; (CPY-- 
ADeHa, KC. potato'grewar. 
said Tuesday, he, will close 
NS l~millim potaio piant in 
December. because the 
• pr~indal,government has
refu i~ to give ~ financial 
.... . mdstanee. 
G~e.Spe~ore  to ld the 
BrWsh.;~. Columbia 
los mtm's inqu0,7 
.bearing the~clesure could 
mean,, a layoff of 125 
workers, .no market fof  at 
least 16,000 tons of potatoes 
and an estimated farm 
income assurance bill for 
the government of $I  
]In~lion, 
MLA Walter' Davidson 
called on the government to
reconsider the refusal of aid 
because Spetifore's corn-. 
'petitors have received 
substantial help from the 
federal government. 
Agriculture Minister Jim 
Hewitt said the decision was 
made by his ministry "after 
a thorough review." 
AIDS COMPETITION 
Spetifore, who launched 
production last year, said he 
had a market for 35,000 to 
40,000 tons of potatoe.~ 
despite heavy competition 
:from two of. Canada's 
biggest .producers, McCain 
of New Brunswick and 
MeLeaus of Prince Edward 
Island. Both~ companies 
have' received subst~mtial 
a id  from the  federal 
• governn(ent and their 
provincial governments, he
said, 
•"What I  found is that the ' "We didn't ~ i fy :any . .  B.C. CoaSt Vegetable 
:Biblical story of David and amount but .ff We could MarkeilngBoard and Alan 
Gel iathis justamytbunl~ redut~ our debt~1omi~emBarher, manageroftheB.C. 
you have the eer of somoone cou ld  meet:, their if(the Coast Vegetable Cooper- 
up: bigb or have peliticpi.:eaatem) competition with ative. • . 
f • y l .Is -,ease, '~ ha.'sald. ~ ' " I  am. shocked ha~mme 
Liberals', he said.. The refusal of  aid was there ha'd boen an indication 
SpeWm'esaldthatthetwn' icritleized by  Larry  of fav~able/feelingby the 
comp~ul~S recentlydmpp~ Jor~eneon, manager o f tha  provinchO' government," 
the price, of isstitution~l 
french fries by three cents a: 
"When you cousf~r the 
amount ~f  low interest  
money, grass, etc., and 
freight assistance ',hey get 
from east owest compared 
with me who has no 
assistance, I felt I could not 
continue," he said. 
He explained he has a debt 
load of about $100,000 a
month and "all I wanted 
was  some government 
assistance to reduce this." 
USE TAXES 
"If they had not reduced 
their price, which by the 
way comes with a shortage 
of supply in the Maritimes, I 
could have survived. It .is 
obvious to anyone who 
knows this indus/ry that 
they are after my tail, but 
the damnable thing is that 
they're after it with tax- 
payers money." 
Davidson estimated that 
McCain has received almost 
$20 million under various 
government aid programs 
in recent years. 
SpeWoro said diseusMons 
with the ' provincial 
government have taken 
place over the past year. He 
said Hewitt old him earlier •
_Tuesday it..was a cabinet 
decision ot to grant aid. 
JorMnson said. '?rhis is.just 
another example of the lack 
of .understanding. this 
g0vemmant has for the ag- 
rn idu  s t r  p . t  l 
Sometime. soon they.are 
4~oing..to", have to .ask. 
• themselves if they want an 
industrylnB.C." 
Blood, Sweat & Tears 
STAI'ELINE,. Nev. (AP) all they remember are the 
-- There's a lot of brass in hits. H you have a mfllinn- 
the popular musical group seller, that's it. Everything 
Blood, Sweat and Tears, not is judged by the almighty 
only in the horn section, but buck." 
also in the barbed corn- He also said jazz "is- 
ments on popular music by almost a dirty word in 
lead singer David Clayton- America. You have to go 
Thomas, anywhere lse but the USA 
to see jazz appreciated" For example, Canadian- ' 
Clayton-Thomas feels many JAZZ NEEDS BREAK 
popular rock stare don't' Part o~ the problem is that 
care about the image they "jazz is very deeply rooted 
present o others--.as long in the black hentage, and 
as they make money, until Americans start giving 
,,um~,'o .. . .  ~,o,,,~.o,~ ,,, the black man a good shake, 
me :,~'~:~n,,'~,V,~',~'-.~ " , h'~ it's doubtful they'll give his 
=:~...~ 7= "~'.:,=,."~" 7,, ,~=:,,o'" music a fair shake,"he said. 
,,'~,o";,o~'~,::,"~',~,'~,'~ Despite those problems, 
V V A I 4 ~ V ~ a  aau j [ J~aa~i  ~ wai~ • • 
- -  " n rtist would ,BST keeps n laymg and nays wnen a a • ,, , trymg to bring pe and sit down and say, Gee; the ~,..o,1.o.., ,~ , . , . . . . .~ . . . .  
a I~MO &~A ta  v b~ a ia~,  ~aaat4  Av~,~l tn  9 '  ~ '~Aq/ f~t t~ht t t l t t~t~ 
they re going to emulateme oo~A 
so I better set a good o,,,,. 
example.' BST, credited in the late 
"H you can sell 10 more 
records by let,t~g it he 
known .that you re a tran- 
svestite junkie, then by all 
means go ahead," hesaid of 
the prevailing attitude. :
1960s with what Clayton- 
Thomas terms the "corn- 
f lake" title of jazz-rock 
creator, turned out hits like 
Spinning Wheel, You Made 
Me So Very Happy and 
many others. 
Clayton-Thomas is no less Typically, a BST cut has 
outspoken, on American Clayton-Thomas moothly 
muSfca~tastea: "Americans' woridng his powerful voice 
are very money-minded and •into the grouP'S horn~ 
placing. That technique, he 
said, comes from methods 
used by the big bands years 
ug~e said ~ presence helps 
with audiences which are 
not into "hea,,vy.. jazz" and 
look for an up-front en- 
tertainer." But in a New 
York jazz club, "I have all 
these soloists who can take 
over  . "  
• Clayton-Thomas pointed 
with pride to the musical 
abilities and backgrounds of
other BST members. He 
said Tony Klatka, on 
trumpet and flugelhom, did 
arrangements for W..o~ly 
Herman, while Greg uer- 
bert, on saxophone, was 
Duke Eilington's premier 
soloist. 
Larry Willis, on acoustic 
piano, has a doctorate in 
music, while Neal 
Steubenhaus, on bass 
guitar,, has taught college 
courses in music. Others in' 
the group include David 
Bargeron on bass trombone 
and tuba; Mike Lawrence, 
trumpet and flugelhorn; 
~Doy] Economo n drums, 
~mdy Heberson on 
electric guitar. 
• ' t 
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Bill Smiley :... 
Perplexing 
questions 
By BILL SMILE¥ • 
This week, I am perplexed by 
several questions, andl turn 
for possible answers to the 
only people in the world I can 
trust for honest answers: my 
faithful readers, all four of 
them. 
For example. By what ed- 
itorial inanity does the Globe 
and Mail, which grandly calls• 
itself Canada's National 
Newspaper, un on its front 
page a five-column by eight 
inches photo of Pierre 
Trudeau gettinghis hair cut? 
What is the symbolism, the 
hidden meaning, the secret 
code, the deep, interpretive 
analysis, behind this picture? 
Can anyone help7 
Is Mr. Trudeau symbol. 
ically trimming his sails for a 
fall election? is it to show 
that the P.M. is mortal, after 
all, and that his hair grows, 
like that of us lesser beings? 
Perhaps it's a secret warning 
to Margaret hat, despite talk 
of a reconciliation, he's not 
going to let his hair grow and 
become a flower child. I dun- 
no, but it sure has me baffl- 
ed. 
Next question: Where do 
things get lost to? It seems to 
me that my wife and ! have 
spent more time this past 
summer looking for things 
• than we have sleeping. Look- 
ing for things that were 
"Right there, right on that 
counter yesterday." 
Looking for things is one 
of the most frustrating, ir- 
ritating pastimes in this 
materialistic society of ours. 
It has brought many a mar- 
riage .to the teetering point, 
and if the union was already 
teetering; pushed it over the 
brink. " 
A couple of.weeks ago, she 
lost the keys to the car. After 
a t2-hour non-stop search, 
no keys. Oh, we ha d keys for 
the other car, the battered 
old Dodge. Only one catch. 
it was in thegarage, and the 
keyless car was sitting right 
behind it, immovable. 
' Twenty.four hours later, !. 
called a lock-picking spec- 
ialist. He was out of town, 
but would call me when he 
got back. Just before he did, 
and I had to fork out 
eleventy-seven dollars, "the 
old lady found the keys, 
without, looking. They were 
in the.vegetable bin, with a 
turnip, a butternut squash, 
and a bag of cooking onions. 
It was certainly the logical 
place for them. 
Then my new black $10 
belt went missing, lt'was the 
first belt I'd bought for 12 
years, and I was rather proud 
of it. ! knew it wasn't really 
lost, because I always hang it 
up with my ties. it was ob- 
vious that my wife, in her 
eternal tidying, had stuck it 
away. somewhere, as she so 
often does with things that I 
then cannot find. But she 
swore, as she always does, 
that ~;he hadn't touched it, 
mentioning in passing that 
she was sick and tired of 
looking for things that I had 
lost. Naturally, words fol- 
lowed, iti which the phrase 
"car keys" inadvertently 
popped out several times. 
But the mystery of the mis.' 
sing belt was readily solved 
when i decided to wear my 
new, blue, fit-like-a-glove 
summer trousers. 1couldn't 
findthem. High or low. Then 
Strange happenings in London church 
LONDON, (AP) - -  
Bankers ,  businessmen, 
brukers and secretaries are 
• lying on the floor of an 
Anglican church once a 
week in the City of London 
financial district, learning 
. how to cope with stress. 
Loaving their coats in the 
pews and with pillows under 
their heads, they sprawl for 
half an hour on their hacks 
in St. Mary Woolnoth, 
responding to orders from 
phys io therap is t  Laur~ 
Mitchell to pull back their 
shoulders, spread their el- 
bows, move their hands, 
turn their knees, point their 
feet and drop thew jaws. 
Prostrate bodies cover the 
green carpet in the central 
aisle and the red-carpeted 
foot of the high altar. 
Above the altar, inscribed 
with the Ten Com- 
mandments,  the Lord's  
Prayer and the Creed, seven 
carved, gilded cherubs gaze 
impassively down on the 
strange noonday scene. 
"Nobody th inks  it 
strange--all life is challenge 
and response," said the 
vicar, Rev. Geoffrey C. 
Harding, 67, who introduced 
the sessions as an addition 
to his weekly lectures 
series, Relax and Meditate. 
GET ALL KINDS 
"We get all kinds coming 
in, from assistant general 
managers to tea ladies," 
Harding said. "We don't 
charge anything. There is 
an offering plate~at the 
door." 
After one half-hour 
session, Jei'ry Palmer, 42, 
who works in the clearing 
department of a bank, said 
he took part "because I 'm 
just at the beginning of the 
s~,,~us~et~' feel tired at the 
end of every day after 
rushing about. MY wife 
• se~med to be In charge of 
me. After coming here i find 
I have no fear of anybody 
and I 'm in complete control 
at work and at home." 
As one of the recumbent 15 
men and eight women on the 
church floor, Palmer heard 
Miss Mitchell intone: "Only 
three of you have open eyes. 
I have not told you to close 
them--your bodies are 
receiving so much 
relaxation that they have 
gone ahead of me." 
The Turner connection 
LONDON (CP) - -  Nearly them on exhibition there proceeds given to the 
t 
5,-000 . etchings and before the end of the year. Turner family. All of them 
engravings by Joseph "These works add a new came f rom Turner's 
Turner, the great English dimension to the Turner possessions, but someone 
landscape painter who died collection," Said Alfre¢ destroyed the plates in order 
in 1851, have been traced in Well, the society's cam- to lend rarity value to the 
public and private eollec- paign coordinator. "After _collection." 
tions ai[over the world. Turner died in 1851 the et- Abeut 1,000 went on show 
- The Turner Society, which, chings and engravings were recentiy when the world's 
is campaigning for a per- sold off by.the Turner Trust. first Turner gallery opened 
manent Turner gallery at " "There is acourt order of at Denver, Colo. Since then 
Somerset House in the 1872 that this material the society has been trying 
Strand, hopes to put most of should be auctioned and the . to trace the others. 
-TREATMENTS . FAILED 
Miss Mitchell, a grey: 
haired Scotswoman, said 
she worked out her method 
of light physical exercises, 
most Of which can be done at 
any time, afto~ standard 
treatments failed for her 
when she collapsed In ~1967 
with neck and limb pains. 
"I  started by doing the 
opposite movement in each' 
joint to counteract muscle 
tension and the relief was 
enormous,"  she said. "I  
taught my technique first to 
antenatal mothers, who said 
it greatly helped them in 
labor pains." • 
The Vicar, whose 250-year- 
old church is on Lombard 
Street in the heart of Lon- 
don's banking and fmaneiai 
district, said his father was 
a doctor and his mother a 
nurse. 
"I  have always been in- 
terested in the sick and in 
healing," he ..e.~.lplained. "We 
lose 330 million working 
days every year In Britain 
through ill health, and two 
million adults need 
tranquillizers or ether pills 
to keep going. 
"The knowledge our 
visitors take away from this 
church they pass on to 
others and, because they 
found it in a church, perhaps 
they will also pass  on 
something of Christian 
goodwill." 
Milk .in danger 
• MetropolitanToronto said "we wen 
shucked by the light intensity it 
some outlets/' 
"One location wag subjecting milk 
in transparent plastic bags and jug.~ 
to more than seven times the ab- 
TORONTO (CP) - -A  University 
of Guelph food scientist said today 
stores are still subjecting milk 
packaged In plastic jugs or tran- 
~0q~rent plastic pouches to intense 
flourescent lighting although the 
light causes the milk to lose much of 
its nutritive value. solute maximum light intensity 
Dr." J,M. deMan, head of the recommended in our study," 
university's food science depart: " He added that "just as important 
merit, told a news conference tha' as the nutritional' loss by light ex- 
more than two years  after tht posure is the fact that an oxidiz~l 
release of a report on the harmfu off-flavor developed in the tran- 
effects offloureseent light upon mlii sparent pouches and plastic Jugs 
and other dairy products, "man.~ within six hours, and highl3 
• _retail foed outlets continue to expes~ significant flavor changes occurred 
the contents of their daky counterl in 12 hours." 
toilghtintenalty a[)~proaching that o - -  DeMan said thatmllk in Opaque 
the noon-day sun. r cardboard cartons showed nt 
DeMan, whose most recent stud3 significant flavor change In 48 hours. 
involved a survey of dairy displa3 "Canada's milk supply" is one of 
cases in food stores in Guelph ant the best in the world, 'he paid, "b~.. 
it is out in the stores that the qualj~ 
decl ines." 
DeMan said that consumers in 
gthenerai "have no idea how and when 
e off-flavor develops ir mi lk 
because the chemical deterioration 
is induced by light." 
However; he said that milk hag a 
yellowish thinge when it has been 
damaged by fl-ourescent light. 
He suggested that milk packaging 
be changedtu the opaque containers 
and be modified. 
"the golden opportunity is when 
we switch to metric packaging to 
el iminate the plastic Jugs ant 
pouches," ha said. "If that doesn't 
happen we'll be stuck with the 
.problem forever ."  
• DeMan said that in his studies the 
loss of vitamin C was significant. 
with a flash of intuition, 1 
knew where my belt was. It 
was with the pants, because I 
never unbelt, just hang the 
whole works on a hook, 
it was ~ quite a relief to 
know where my belt was. It 
was equally reassuring to 
know that the pants:were 
with the belt. But it ~A[s. 
' slightly dampening to admit 
that.both were Inst. They still- 
haven't turned up. 
There are only two possi- 
bilities. One is that a panties., 
burglar crept into our bed- 
room, snatched my trews and 
crept off into the night, once 
more modestly attired. The 
second ! don't even like to 
dwell on. 
The last time 1 had worn 
those pants, that belt, was to 
a party. It wasn't a strip 
poker party, but it was a fair. 
ly lively one. 
Did I do a strip tease and" 
forget to redress my little 
per.adillo? - 
Did ! tear them off on the 
way home from the party 
and throw them out the car 
window? Sounds silly, but 
the other morning I went out 
to get the morning paper, 
and there on my back walk 
was a pair of brand-new blue 
shoes, with thick white rub- 
ber soles, in a shQe.box, with 
only the lid missing. Only the 
Lord knows who, for what 
mad reason, in what tem- 
porary mental' abberation, 
flang them there. But they 
are just my size and finders 
keepers: . • , 
And this whole probe 
brings up the Case of the 
Missing Socks.' What in the 
name of all that is unholy 
becomes of socks when they 
are put through the washer 
and dryer? They never go 
missing in pairs, always 
singles. VII bet 1 have nine 
single socks in my drawer, all 
different colors or knits. 
l've gone down with a 
flashlight and peered, a bit" 
shaken, into the interiors of ' 
those machines. No socks. " 
They can't go down the 
drain, or it would be'plugg- 
ed. Do they do a reverse San- 
ta Claus and go up the spout 
of the dryer with the hot air? 
It's. a little frightening, as 
though someone were trying 
to tell me something. About 
my feet? Someone with a feet 
fetish: 
Just one more q6estion. 
Where were all the editorial 
writers who are now scream- 
ing about the stupidity, of 
changing highway signs t6 
kilometers instead of miles, 
when I was lambasting the 
whole metric-Celsius non-.  
sense almost ayear ago? 
• Can you, gentle reader, do 
a fast bit of arithmetic in 
your head when you encoun- 
ter a road sign announcing 
the speed limit is 45 kilo- 
meters per hour? When your 
'speedometer is marked in 
miles per hour? And will be 
for years to come? 
Will you happily pay your 
fine when the cop puts the 
big. blue arm on you and 
claims you were exceeding 
the speed limit by seven 
k.p.h.? Must We all start 
driving with a calculator. 
computer inone hand? 
Now these questions may 
not be as important as some: 
How old is God? How I~ot is 
it in hell? How long is a 
straight line7 How far does a 
rolling stone7* Whitli~:r the 
Flat Earth Society7 Wh~, 
does everyone pick on me? 
But they are, poor things, 
mine own, and I'd like ?om¢ 
answers.. 
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